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SYMPOSIUM TITLE
Linguistics recontextualised as classroom pedagogy: a perspective from five European countries on implementing the SFL informed Reading to Learn approach

KEYWORDS
teacher training, Genre pedagogy, literacy education

ABSTRACT
This 90 minute presentation of four linked papers presents the findings and reports the experiences of educators involved in the professional development project Teacher Learning for European Literacy Education (TeL4ELE) funded by the European Union 2011-2013. The project pioneered the introduction of the Reading to Learn program (Rose, 2013, Rose and Martin 2012) to teacher educators and teachers in a European context. This approach is based on Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) recontextualized for pedagogic purposes.

The first paper (Acevedo) describes the aims of the project and provides the context, foregrounding its inherent diversity in terms of cultural, linguistic and educational settings, participant knowledge about SFL and experience in teacher education. It outlines the structure of the project and explains the principles of the Reading to Learn pedagogy.

The second paper (Coffin) draws on the project evaluation data to highlight the salient findings from all participants. The outcomes of the project are discussed with reference to recent research into professional development. What emerges is the potential for a robust SFL based pedagogy to transcend international boundaries and a range of local challenges. The project found that the majority of educators’ developed greater understanding of the role of language in learning and that learning outcomes for all learners, particularly those who are educationally disadvantaged, improved.

The third paper (Whittaker) offers a glimpse of the project’s implementation in Spain in Spanish, English and Basque, for subjects across the curriculum at late primary and early secondary levels. It discusses insights from teachers as they worked together on subject texts, and student production in different areas and languages.

The final paper (Gouveia) provides a specific example of how the project was undertaken in different schools in Portugal. The development and implementation of the project will be referred to in relation to teachers’ reactions, trainers’ evaluation and learners’ progress.
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TITLE
The first translation of an academic article (Philosophical Transactions 6 March 1665)

KEYWORDS
academic article, Journal des Sçavans, Philosophical Transactions, thematic structure, transitivity, translation

ABSTRACT
The very first academic periodical was the Journal des Sçavans, whose first issue appeared in Paris on 5 Jan. 1665. The second followed two months later when the first issue of the Philosophical Transactions appeared in London on 6 Mar. 1665. The Journal des Sçavans was edited by Denis de Sallo, at the instigation of Colbert, Louis XVI’s first minister, and consisted mainly of book reviews. The Philosophical Transactions was edited by Henry Oldenburg, one of the secretaries of the Royal Society, and was based on his voluminous international correspondence. These two journals are of importance in the history of scientific discourse, not only because they were the first is the field, but also because they both still exist. In the first issue of the Philosophical Transactions one of the items is headed “An Accompt of the improvement of Optick Glasses”. This derives from an item in the first issue of the Journal des Sçavans which is a review of “Raggvaglio di nvove osservationi” by Guiseppe Campani. The item in the Philosophical Transactions is thus the very first translation of an academic article, and as such is of both historical and linguistic interest. Apart from the introduction and conclusion, Oldenburg’s text parallel’s the French text closely, almost clause by clause. Hence it is interesting to see to what extent he took over the thematic structure of the original French, used the same transitivity patterns, and so on.

This paper is part of an ongoing research programme on the Journal des Sçavans and the Philosophical Transactions, 1665-1700, of which the following are recent examples:
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TITLE
Expansion in Research Articles: the study of mas and embora in Linguistics and Agricultural Sciences

KEYWORDS
Systemic Functional Grammar; research articles; expansion

ABSTRACT
This paper presents results of a study on research articles, part of the project SAL-Brasil (Systemic Across Languages) and investigates a corpus of articles of two areas of study representing the Humanities and the Natural Sciences, namely, Linguistics and Agricultural Sciences, written in Brazilian Portuguese, taken from the site www.scielo.br. The analysis aims to study the relations established in the clause complex concerning the degree of interdependency between clauses - parataxis or hypotaxis - as well as the logical-semantic relations of expansion (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014). We focus on the use of the elements “mas” (but) and “embora” (although), the most frequent connectors in the corpus; however, other conjunctive elements in both paratactic and hypotactic clause complexes will be considered. We have analysed the features of the context of occurrence of those elements in an attempt to establish the relations of extension or intensification that determine each occurrence. WordList and Concordancer of the software WordSmith Tools 5.0 (Scott 2008) have helped organize and visualize the data for comparison. WordList has provided the number of occurrences: the conjunctive elements are more frequent in Linguistics and the adversative type is by far the most used in the two areas. The element “mas” has been shown as favoured in different parts of the papers and it occurs 50% more than any other conjunction. As for hypotactic clause complexes, “embora” is the most frequent occurrence and is also 50% more frequent than the other hypotactic conjunctions. Concordancer, the other tool used, provides the conjunctive elements in their context of use, therefore, the distribution of the types of interdependency and logical semantic relation in the two areas.
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KEYWORDS
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ABSTRACT
Hasan makes a distinction between the term "context" in its broadest and least theoretical sense and what she labels "relevant context", a theoretical construct linking linguistic and non-linguistic factors through the variables of field, tenor and mode. Elsewhere (e.g. Bartlett 2013), I have argued that the term "relevant context", and the various definitions of context as that which is "illuminated by" the text (Hasan 2009:176-177), or which "leaves a trace" on it (Hasan 2009:177), or which can be "read off" from it, are vague and at times contradictory. Likewise I have argued in recent presentations that the various features grouped together within each of field, tenor and mode in the SFL literature include aspects of both the first-order (i.e. material and social) context and the second-order (i.e. linguistically construed) context and that these need to be separated. Extending these arguments, in this paper I present an expanded typology of the types of relationship between different contextual features and linguistic form (e.g. construal, oblique effect, constraint and indexicality) and explore the way in which these different aspects leave traces upon the text and can, or cannot, be read off it. I argue that making this distinction is not only theoretically necessary but also: (i) enhances applied work, particularly of an interventionist nature (e.g. Bartlett 2012); (ii) bridges the gap between SFL and broader sociolinguistic theory; and (iii) better equips SFL with respect to sociological issues in late modernity such as discursive hybridity and superdiversity.
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"A loved and loathed political figure": A transitivity and appraisal corpus-assisted discourse analysis of the representation of Margaret Thatcher in the British press

ABSTRACT
It is not uncommon to encounter studies of newspaper discourse inspired by Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL). Certain strands of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) (see Fowler 1986, 1991; Fairclough 2005; Kress and van Leeuwen 2006) focus on the system of transitivity to construe as well as reveal the ideological stance concerning discourse entities. This paper, thereby, employs a two-fold approach combining CDA and SFL to analyse the discursive representation of, perhaps, one of the most controversial British politicians in the 20th century. Ever since Margaret Thatcher's passing on April 8th 2013, the British press has devoted considerable attention to the trials and tribulations of a woman who was equally loved and despised by advocates and detractors alike. These divided opinions are investigated in a corpus of newspaper articles comprising around 1,000,000 words. The texts are taken from two British tabloids (The Mirror, The Daily Mail) and two British broadsheets (The Independent, The Guardian) over a five-month period (07/04/2013-02/08/2013). The analysis comprises a sample of roughly 1,000 concordances extracted through AntConc 3.3.5 (Anthony 2012) for various terms referring to the late Prime Minister (e.g. Thatcher, Maggie). It first draws on Hallidayan transitivity (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004, 2014) for the discursive role played by or, alternatively, assigned to this political figure. Subsequently, it explores to what extent tabloids and broadsheets each convey particular political stances and manipulate their readership through the presumed emotivity, exaggeration and drama of tabloids in contrast to the mitigation and implicit evaluation of broadsheets (Bednarek 2006: 194). This is examined through the evaluative phraseology used to naturalise or impose a particular "reading position", as based on Martin and White's (2005: 63) appraisal theory, specifically the subsystem of attitude (affect, judgement, appreciation). The ideational and interpersonal metafunctions are thus combined for the purposes of a corpus-assisted discourse analysis (Stubbs 1996).
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TITLE
Construction of Legal Reality: A Transitivity Analysis of Arabic Legal Summaries

KEYWORDS
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ABSTRACT
When summarizing verbal exchange with litigants, legal practitioners (i.e. police officers and investigating/trial judges) have at their disposal an array of lexico-grammatical options offered by the linguistic system and strategically exploited by its users to generate official transcripts and verdicts. The transitivity configuration of the corpus data has been studied to explore how the adopted options potentially reflect the construal of judicial reality. This paper focuses on transitivity analysis as proposed in Fawcett's Cardiff Grammar (CG), enriched with the Arabic-enabled SFL model designed by Bardi (2008) to account for the functional specificity of Arabic grammar. The aim is to demonstrate how legal professionals represent agency (i.e. initiation of action) through their professional summaries. The hypothesis tested is whether the choice of a particular transitivity pattern as distinct from other non-selected potential options available in the system is intentionally, pragmatically, and institutionally motivated. The corpus comprises twelve police and court transcripts of a Tunisian criminal case on adultery, encoded in Tunisian Arabic and transcribed in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). Transitivity preferences are statistically examined for their frequency of distribution per text-type (i.e. testimony, interrogation, decision/verdict, etc.) within the sub-corpora. A comparative frequency count per process type and participation role in text-type clusters is also envisaged. The analysis conducted on corpus data reveals that distinct legal performers engaged in the same case tend to construct different institutional versions of the same events recorded in the transcripts/verdicts through opting for distinct sets of transitivity configurations. Significantly, Fawcett's newly introduced configurations in the transitivity system have been found instrumental in detecting two divergent versions of adultery, i.e. adultery as a consensual bilateral sexual intercourse (through matching relational processes) vs. adultery as a unilateral action (through social action and influential processes), a conclusion that might not have been attainable outside the enriched CG model.
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TITLE
The causal efficacy of intra-species and inter-species conversation

KEYWORDS
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ABSTRACT
This study provides evidence for ontological and logogenetic change in non-human primates by comparing two corpora with similar cultural constraints but different situational constraints: a longer conversation between two language-enculturated bonobos (Savage-Rumbaugh, Shanker and Taylor 1998) and two humans which is embedded in a music-making task, and a shorter conversation between two human experimental subjects who are trying to identify their respective locations on a maze (Pickering and Garrod 2004). Both conversations were labeled for moves in discourse (Eggins and Slade 2005, Benson et al 2013). The maze task and the music-making task are similar in being games, and since games cannot be played without adhering to the rules afforded the context of culture, we expect cooperation, i.e. discourse moves of support rather than confrontation. Otherwise the game would fail. But the maze game and the music-making game are different because they create different contexts of situation (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004), knowing asymmetry (exchange of information) vs. doing asymmetry (exchange of goods & services), so we expect the moves in discourse to follow different trajectories through the system of discourse moves, i.e. rejoinder, or interactive repair (Pickering and Garrod 2004), in the former vs. respond, or interactive alignment (Pickering and Garrod 2004), in the latter. In both cases, there is a successful outcome: the participants in the maze game come to understand each other, and the bonobos do make the music as requested. Statistical analysis of the results provides evidence in support of the predictions being tested in both cases. We argue that the in intra-species case, adherence to the norms of human conversation explains the successful outcome. The conclusion is thus that conversation is causally effective not only in the human-human conversation, but also in the bonobo-human conversation.
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PLENARY TITLE
Changes in Systemic Functional Linguistics: Past Developments, Ongoing Developments (and Future Developments?)

KEYWORDS

ABSTRACT

Systemic Functional Linguistics, like most things in life, is subject to changes in fashion. In its earliest, “Scale and Category” days (Halliday 1961), when Halliday first put forward a comprehensive and coherent architecture for the theory of grammar, system and structure were of equal importance, accompanied by the other two categories, unit and class, and related via the scales of rank, delicacy and exponence (the last now renamed and further distinguished as realisation and instantiation). However system soon began to draw ahead. Halliday (1966) suggested that paradigmatic relations, the systems, could be regarded as the underlying form of representation, the fundamental base, while syntagmatic relations, the structures, were derived from them via realisation statements. For twenty years or so, great attention was paid to paradigmatic relations. These were associated with the notion of choice (Halliday 1963) and Halliday devised the system network as a way of modelling the paradigmatic relations, the choices. However, when the first edition of An Introduction to Functional Grammar (Halliday 1985) was published, there were only brief references to paradigmatic relations or choices, and there were no system networks. The focus was on syntagmatic relations, though now in the form of metatfunctional layers of structure. This was a valuable approach in its own right, but at the time it seemed to be being followed to the exclusion of the paradigmatic approach. Linguists who joined at about the time of the first edition of IFG, and who relied entirely on IFG for their view of SFL, gave priority to the syntagmatic in their work.

21 / 103
There are signs now that paradigmatic relations, systems, system networks and the notion of choice are coming back into fashion. The third and fourth editions of IFG do include system networks, and two recently published, Cardiff-edited volumes (Fontaine, Bartlett and O’Grady 2013, O’Grady, Bartlett and Fontaine 2013) are devoted to exploring the theory and application of the notion of choice.

I certainly welcome these signs of renewed interest in the paradigmatic. For me paradigmatic relations, choices, systems and system networks have always been central to SFL. One of the things I hope to do in my paper is to explain just why I regard these aspects of SFL as so important.

Some SFL linguists have continued with the old priorities even during the lean spell. Martin’s 1992 book is subtitled System and Structure, Hasan has continued to draw system networks (e.g. 1999) and Fawcett has made paradigmatic relations the generative base of Cardiff Grammar (2000: 43). Indeed Hasan and Martin have extended the use of system networks to semantics and context of situation, this leading to interesting new developments in these fields.

My interest in the paradigmatic does not mean that I do not value the metafunctional approach. I would in fact like to see this approach extended from lexicogrammatical units to semantic units. I have already argued (Berry 1981) that a metafunctional approach is needed for the exchange. I would also suggest that discussion of message and rhetorical unit, units which Hasan and Cloran have proposed for semantics (e.g. Hasan 1996: 117), would benefit from disentangling of separate metafunctional layers of organisation.

There is no reason why a metafunctional approach and a paradigmatic approach cannot proceed together; the metafunctions are relevant to both syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. Indeed the clustering of semantically related and mutually dependent networks of systems was one of the factors that led to Halliday’s metafunctional proposals in the first place (Halliday 1979).

I hope however that the hypotheses associated with these approaches will be more systematically investigated. My paper will suggest ways in which such an investigation might be carried out.

Note: For a more systematic account of the development of SFL, I would recommend Matthiessen (2007).
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Determined shell nouns in PhD abstracts: indeterminacy as an enhancer of scientific credibility.
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**ABSTRACT**  
Coherence and clarity are generally considered as emblematic values of scientific discourse. The scientist builds his (her) credibility on the basis of a seemingly transparent account of his (her) study and objective discussion of the results. Halliday has shown that this transparency is a construct, based on the use of specific lexicogrammatical patterns, such as nominalisation (Halliday 2004) and the handling of cohesive devices (Halliday and Hasan 1976). A case in point is the use of intratextual reference to weave the cohesion of the text while guiding the reader’s attention. I argue here that, while coherence and clarity are the stated objectives of the referring device, preserving a certain level of indeterminacy may be beneficial in view of enhancing the writer’s authority and persuasiveness. The study focuses on PhD abstracts in English and French by native and non-native writers. I identify the occurrences where « this », used as the determiner of a « general » (Halliday and Hasan 1976), or « shell noun » (Schmid 2000) (ex: « this strategy », « this gap »), refers back not to a specific word but to a whole segment of text which is therefore semantically recategorized. This recategorization is a powerful device to highlight the author’s innovative potential. Considering the signals given in the referred segment to help the reader correctly identify « the information that is signalled for retrieval » (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 31), I offer case studies where this linking remains evasive. Using the SFL framework of textual, interpersonal and ideational levels, I attempt to understand which of these levels of communication
is affected by indeterminacy in the use of a referring device. My point is to identify the linguistic
factors which make this evasiveness either beneficial or detrimental to perceived success of the
abstract, contrasting L1 and L2 writing.
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TITLE
Analyzing interaction of English language teachers in an online course

KEYWORDS
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ABSTRACT
E-learning courses have become an important field of research in language teaching and learning
and continuing education for teachers. This paper analyses one of the forums of a continuing
education course for state school teachers of English, namely Reflection and Autonomy for
Teachers of English, in which participants discuss planning and teaching materials. Following current
trends in e-learning and teacher development, the course comprises a wide variety of readings,
video and audio materials, as well as images to support discussions among participants. Such a set
of activities aims at encouraging participants to reflect on their classroom practices and at
promoting interaction between them and their tutor. The module is designed to develop teachers’
autonomy in planning their lessons by taking into account their learners’ needs and goals; besides,
participants are supposed to discuss the teaching they provide for students at different levels.
and using Corpus Linguistics tools (Scott 2008), this presentation examines the lexicogrammatical
choices made by student-teachers in a discussion forum, starting with verbal and mental processes
and analyzing their contexts of use. The analysis seeks to identify participants’ views on the needs
and wishes of their students, and consequently, on their planning and preparation of educational materials for ELT. The results of this study indicate participants’ improved awareness of the need for planning lessons for the kinds of students they have, taking into account their needs and wishes, in order to achieve higher effectiveness in their teaching-learning process.
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TITLE
The participant/circumstance interface: an analysis of post-verbal prepositional phrases in modern French
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to propose an analysis of the transitivity status of a selection of prepositional phrases (PrepP) in post-verbal position in modern French. Although PrepP are typically considered as circumstantial in systemic functional linguistics, the distinction between circumstances and participants is not, as Halliday himself has pointed out, a clear-cut one in all languages (1994: 150) and in French cannot be decided on a strictly formal basis. We suggest a classification of PrepP according to their degree of attachment to the process. Following Fawcett (1987; Forthcoming), we do not systematically map PrepP forms onto circumstantial roles. We will first discuss examples of the PrepPs which can enter the so-called “inner circle” of participants (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004). We distinguish here obligatory overt PrepP, those which can either be overt or covert, and those which form part of a collocational construction. We will then turn to circumstantial PrepPs, focussing on the fact that, although both Adjuncts and circumstances, they may sometimes be obligatory for pragmatic and informational reasons. Our study is based on the analysis of post-verbal prepositional phrases introduced by sur (on) and dans (in/into) taken from the French newspaper Le Monde.
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ABSTRACT
In academic writing, L2 postgraduate (PG) writers often find negotiating a space for their own authorial voice challenging. In addition to overcome proficiency issues, it is difficult to appropriate discourse strategies to assert their own voices, display and evaluate knowledge. Focusing on PG writing, I adopt a case study approach in this paper to follow two Master of Arts (MA) Applied Linguistics students in a Hong Kong university. The case study examines their “journeys” searching for authorial voice within two semesters in their one-year postgraduate study. In this paper, I examine the academic context through the data collected in six rounds of group and individual semi-structured student interviews in two semesters. The student interview data is supplemented by eight individual semi-structured interviews of four MA course instructors. I then move on to discuss the discourse and lexicogrammatical features of the eight papers submitted by the two students. These written texts were analysed using APPRAISAL framework (Martin and White, 2005). I focus on ENGAGEMENT resources, investigating the writers sourcing of their own and other voices for (dis)alignment with readership. I also analyse the PG students’ written texts in terms of semantic profile and legitimization codes of specialization (Maton, 2009). The notions help us understand the shift of “the context-dependence and condensation of meaning of knowledge practices... over time” (Maton, 2013, p.8). The findings demonstrate the two student writers’ ability to contextualize the learnt theories explicit sourcing of their own voice and evaluating their objects of study. Meanwhile, the findings also reflect the two writers’ weaknesses in abstracting their experiences as condensed knowledge through strategies such as nominalisation. The implications can shed light on academic writing pedagogy and provide a clearer understanding of explicit lexicogrammatical resources PG writers may use to source, balance and evaluative their
own and other authorial voices.
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TITLE.
Patterns of people in text: Any support for the ‘social relation – interpersonal metafunction’ hook-up?
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ABSTRACT
This paper is concerned with extending initial efforts aimed at empirically testing the relationship between language and context as it is hypothesised in systemic functional linguistics (SFL). SF linguists have long claimed a dialectal relationship between the three linguistic metafunctions and the tripartite division of semiotic context into ‘social action’, ‘social relation’ and ‘symbolic mode’ (Halliday, 1978; Martin, 1992), although the consequences for the precise detail of linguistic and contextual description have been a great cause for debate (see, for example, Hasan, 1995; Martin, 1992; 1999).

Previous work by Clarke (2012; 2013) has explored the relationship between a text’s use of the textual metatfunctional device ellipsis and its symbolic mode. In the present paper, I ask if empirical textual analysis suggests any co-variation relationship between the social relation contextual parameter and the linguistic systems of ROLE ALLOCATION (at the semantic stratum) and MOOD (at the lexicogrammatical stratum), as SFL’s context-metafunction hook-up hypothesis (CMHH) would predict. I do so employing the methodology developed in Clarke (2012); that is, to study the frequency and type of linguistic phenomena under study across datasets principally varied along the contextual parameter under focus. However, whereas the methodology in Clarke (2012) was criticised for assigning contextual values at the indelicate level of the whole text (Clarke, 2013: 293-294), the methodology employed here assigns contextual values more incrementally, akin to Cloran’s (1994) semantic unit ‘rhetorical unit’.

Similar to Clarke (2012), the results of the empirical exercise presented in the present paper are inconclusive but suggest success for the explanatory power of SFL’s CMHH at a broad level of generality. The paper concludes by tentatively speculating what such apparent mixed success of the
explanatory power of SFL’s CMHH might mean for the theory’s development and application.
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“Hablamos español or Spanglish”: The role of Spanish in the United States
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ABSTRACT
Hispanics are the most rapidly growing ethnic group in the United States with 51.9 million or 17% of the population (US Census Bureau). However, historical and sociocultural events have influenced the status of Spanish in the United States. This paper looks at the philogenetic change (Halliday & Matthiessen 2006) of Spanish in the United States since it first arrived in North America in the 16 C. It will focus on the major socio-historical events to help us understand the growth and change in the meaning potential of Spanish. By considering both external factors (e.g. the geo-sociocultural situation of Spanish in the US: the growth in the number of speakers and areas where Spanish is spoken) as well as internal factors (e.g. adaptations in the Spanish language in contact with other languages, especially English and, the influence of technology on the Spanish language system) (Halliday 2003, 2007; Hasan, 207), this presentation shows how Spanish is currently evolving through its use in the contemporary North American society.

Technology, with the efficiency of wireless communication, propelled electronic commerce, popular culture and international travel. The rapid growth of e-commerce together with the accessibility of wireless communications such emails and social networking such as Facebook has allowed for the development of new registers. Within the oral-written continuum of language these new
technological tools for communication have given way to language registers that do not resemble either an oral or a written one but a combination of both. The following are some of the questions that will be addressed during this presentation:

• How are English and Spanish used in these contexts?
• Is Spanish a global language in the United States? If so, what are the implications of a world language for local Spanish speaking communities?
• Is the mixing of Spanish and English creating a new language? Is Spanglish, a new language emerging?
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A diachronic approach to genre in English texts
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ABSTRACT
A diachronic approach to the Systemic-functional modelling of genre in English texts should begin at its furthest extension by giving an account of genres and text types among extant Old English texts. The aim of this paper is to enumerate such genres and text types, and to relate them on the one hand to their Anglo-Saxon cultural functions and on the other to their characteristic registers and discourse semantics. The project is of course problematized by the absurdity of historical selection, which has left some text types in the Old English corpus overrepresented, like the sermon (e.g., the homiliaries of Aelfric and Wulfstan among others), and other text types with virtually a single instance, like the epic (e.g., Beowulf).

The genre framework used begins with but is not limited to that of Martin (1992: 501-590) and Martin and Rose (2008). It also builds on previous Systemic-functional investigations of the Old English narrative genre (Hyo-Chang Hong 2009) and the sermon genre (Cummings in press). Text type is named from the predominant genre of the type, notwithstanding the tendency of nearly all such texts to employ different genres in service of various rhetorical functions (cf. Martin and Rose 2008: 218-224; Halliday and Hasan 1985:107).

In this paper, specific illustrations of the approach are limited to just one example text segment for each of the four genre families, i.e., story, history, report & explanation, procedure & protocol (Martin and Rose 2008), represented respectively by text types epic, biography, instruction manual, and recipe. Each of these text segments reveals its genre through a characteristic registrational configuration.
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ABSTRACT
One of the biggest changes in communication across educational, professional and leisure contexts has been the more prominent role of images. Yet we are still some way from being able to provide comprehensive descriptions of visual meaning to match those we have for language. This is particularly so regarding the implicit evaluative work done by the now ubiquitous naturalistic 'factual' photographic image, evaluative work that arguably gives photos their unique power to affect us.

One recent way forward found fruitful is the development of visual appraisal systems (Economou, 2009), inspired by the SFL appraisal framework (Martin and White 2006). These visual appraisal systems, as applied to a large corpus of broadsheet news photos by Economou (2009), usefully capture a range of evaluative meanings so far not systematically described by other well-known SFL-based work on interpersonal visual meaning (e.g. Kress and van Leeuwen 2006).

In this talk, however, the focus is on a kind of evaluation in photos not easily captured by these visual appraisal systems, that is, where an image incorporates features of an external (i.e. non-news) context to great evaluative effect. For example, a news photo may suggest a painting or a drawing in a certain visual genre or style, while retaining its status as a factual news photo. Rather than incorporating this into visual engagement systems as done by Economou (2009), this paper argues such intertextuality, termed 'interdiscursivity' and in some cases 'hybridity' in CDA theory (Fairclough 1992, 1995), must be considered beyond appraisal. This talk examines a set of such news photos and, drawing on Fairclough’s, and more recent SFL work on intertextuality (e.g. Martin 2008), considers how best to theorise the relationship between visual evaluation and such intertextuality.
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A chat about changes in SFL

ABSTRACT

The conference theme is ‘change’, one type being change within SFL. I have been working in the framework of SFL since 1970 (the year when I began my PhD studies under Michael Halliday) and I have been teaching and carrying out research in SFL ever since - attending almost all of the ISFCs since the original meeting in 1974, and many ESFLA meetings. So I have been a first-hand witness of most of the developments and changes in SFL over the last 44 years (indeed, I initiated some of them).

In a plenary lecture at the 40th ISFC in Guangzhou last year, I described the developments in SFL over the 40 years of conferences in (i) theoretical concepts (in one case a retreat, but one which some would see as a case of ‘reculer pour mieux sauter’ (google it if your French is weak!), and (2) the infrastructure of SFL (conferences, publications, university centres of strength, websites etc). (See also Fawcett 2008:1-11). I shall draw on parts of that lecture and on my observations of SFL over this period to offer a few thoughts - informally and interactively, hence the word “chat” in my title – in response to the following questions that the conference organizers have invited us to consider:

To what extent has there been change in the academic and intellectual context in which SFL evolves?

How has this change ... [or perhaps “How have these changes ...”?] affected SFL?

What aspects of SFL theory and practice have changed, and which have stayed constant in all these years?

Who are the practitioners and theorists of SFL these days?

Where do they come from? and

What tendencies do these changes suggest for the future?

These are all interesting questions. But I should say now that I shall save my response to the last question for ISFC42 at Aachen next year....
ABSTRACT

The conference theme is ‘change’ – of various types. One type that the conference organizers have rightly invited us to explore is change in SFL itself. In their words: "No approach, even SFL, is safe from the ravages of time." (They go on to ask related questions, some of which I shall address in my short paper ‘A chat about changes in SFL’.)

The passage of time normally brings significant advances in any area of scientific inquiry, and the study of language (and its use) is no exception. This workshop demonstrates that this is indeed true in SFL, illustrating this from a key area of English.

In all our work, those who work in the framework of the Cardiff Model of Language and its Use seek to carry it out in an explicitly scientific manner – both in modelling language and in analyzing texts. The result is that both the model of language and the procedure for text analysis are as comprehensive, explicit, valid and reliable as we can make them. (Here, ‘comprehensive’ and ‘explicit’ are self-explanatory; ‘valid’ means that the description describes what it claims to describe, e.g. the level of language is as specified), and ‘reliable’ means that, if different analysts use it for analyzing the same text, we expect a high level of inter-analyst agreement).

The important distinction between a description of a language and a descriptive framework will be made, each with its specific areas of application.

The aim of this workshop, therefore, is to introduce you to (1) a descriptive framework for analyzing Processes and Participant Roles (PRs) in English that reflects recent work in this area (e.g. Neale 2006, Fawcett 2010), and (2) the latest version of the procedure that we have developed for analyzing texts (taken from Fawcett 2011). This includes the full set of re-expression tests for identifying PRs (Fawcett 2011) and Neale’s Process Type Data Base (PTDB) (Neale 2002). Workshop participants will receive copies of the first two for immediate use in the workshop and details of how to access the PTDB.

While retaining the five core SFL concepts proposed by Halliday in the 1970s (Fawcett 2008:10) but modifying others, the model of language described in Fawcett 1980 has been steadily developed, working in an explicitly scientific manner, by myself and my colleagues (Tucker...
throughout but also many others, including, for Processes and PRs, Neale, with helpful inputs from Schulz and Bartlett). We have made full use of the new research resources that have become available from the 1960s onwards, especially the products of corpus linguistics and the building of generative systemic functional grammars (in the 15-year COMMUNAL Project), and, throughout, by testing the developing model through its use in analysing large quantities of text (including a major 6-year project). For various reasons – which it would be interesting to discuss - the Cardiff Grammar has changed very much more in this period than the Sydney Grammar (as expressed first in Halliday's unpublished *Outlook on Modern English* from the early 1970s, the forerunner of *IFG* (Halliday 1985 and the three subsequent editions two being revisions by Matthiessen). The workshop will therefore provide a picture of how relatively major changes can be made in the description of a central area of language, while maintaining – and so providing evidence for - one of the two models of the levels of language that Halliday was exploring in the 1970s.

The workshop will be part teaching (brief), part demonstration of the procedure and the new tools, and part practice in applying these. I shall be open to queries and comments throughout. The plan of the workshop is as below.

1. A 10-minute summary of the key principles that we have followed in developing the Cardiff Grammar, starting from the most general ones and moving quickly to those that directly affect the workshop’s topic.

2. Introduction to - and practice in applying - the procedure for the initial clause analysis (based on Ch 15 of Fawcett 2008) – so also, incidentally, an introduction to the main differences in the description of English clause structure between the Cardiff and the Sydney approaches (see Appendix 2 of Fawcett 2008).

3. Introduction to the descriptive framework for Processes and PRs (derived from the relevant system networks in the full lexicogrammar), followed by a demonstration of - and practice in – how to use it to form a first hypothesis about them. We shall note as we go the major areas of change from Halliday’s 1970s version.

4. Demonstration of - and practice in – how to use the re-expression tests to identify the specific types of PR in the clause.

5. Demonstration of - and practice in – how to use the descriptive framework for Processes and PRs for identifying the Process type.

6. Introduction to – and summary of – seven factors that complicate the analysis of Processes and PRs. The main one is the double phenomenon of fresh metaphor and idiom, treated here as two end-points of a continuum. (This is ‘metaphor’ in its traditional sense, not the ‘grammatical metaphor’ phenomena, which do not normally present problems in the Cardiff Grammar approach.)

7. A brief introduction to a major back-up tool: Neale’s Process Type Data Base (PTDB)

8. Any problems in analysis in this area that any workshop participant wishes to bring along to test our claim to (relative!) comprehensiveness.
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New Media and English Language Teaching in China: A Systemic Functional Multimodal Discourse Analysis Approach
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ABSTRACT
With the implementation of multimedia systems in classrooms in China, many schools are exploring the use of new media such as movies, computer games and interactive software in EFL teaching. The investors (the government) as well as teachers are eager to know how to use new media effectively and how to assess new media teaching. Therefore, in collaboration with the Education Bureau in Shenzhen, this project investigates the use of interactive software in primary school English classrooms in Shenzhen, China. Adopting the method of systemic functional linguistics (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2013), we developed system networks to systematically describe knowledge construction and communication in such classrooms. The classrooms are videotaped and annotated based on the systems using ELAN. Adopting the notion of strata and metafunctions, we analyzed how pedagogical purposes are realized by ideational, interpersonal and textual meaning constructed by the complex interplay of multimodal semiotic resources. A stratified semiotic model of description is developed and an integrative perspective on the co-deployment of semiotic resources is presented. This study extends the current state of the art of multimodal literacy research on English teaching in English speaking countries (e.g. Jewitt, 2011;
Jewitt and Kress, 2003; Kress, 2003; Unsworth, 2008) to EFL classrooms in China. Practically, it will provide a useful metalanguage for teachers to reflect on their teaching and for government authorities to assess new media teaching.
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PLENARY TITLE
Les linguistiques fonctionnalistes actuelles et la genèse de la grammaire (Functionalist Views on the Genesis of Grammar).

ABSTRACT
This year’s conference theme states that “diachronic studies have always been a central issue in the SFL approach”. This claim may be challenged, considering that the fourth edition (2013) of Halliday and Matthiessen's Introduction to Functional Grammar does not mention in its index “change”, “diachrony”, or “history/historical”.

As a matter of fact the following point:

“According to Michael Halliday, language change is thought to operate on at least three different (but ultimately related) time-scales:

1. the evolution of semiotic systems in human societies (phylogenetic change),
2. the development of language in the individual (ontological change) and
3. the unfolding of discourse in on-going texts (logogenetic change).”

picks up one formulation of the Introduction (2004:47) but the authors carry on carefully stating: We cannot observe it directly in phylogenetic time, the evolution of human language; but we can track examples of the history of particular languages and they refer so their chapter 6 about the genesis of the passive voice and that of secondary tenses in the history of English. It may thus be concluded that SFL is occasionally but not assiduously interested in diachrony and pleads incompetency when
it comes to properly phylogenetic studies.

By contrasting SFL with the two other theories which Butler (2003) carefully investigated in comparison with the former -namely Dik’s and later Hengeveld and Mackenzie’s Functional (Discourse) Grammar as well as van Valin’s Role and Reference Grammar - one notices that their positioning with regard to diachrony and phylogeny is similar. But if we view the set of explicitly or implicitly functional linguistic theories, the picture is quite different.

Over the last twenty years or so an abundance of books concerned with the origin of the human faculty of language have been published, independently of that of the families of natural languages, and Oxford University Press created the series Oxford Studies in the Evolution of Language which includes presently 18 monographs and collective publications. These books pertain to an interdisciplinary field keeping experts in evolution theory busy in various subfields: anthropo-, bio-, psycho- and epistemologists as well as archeologists. In fact, the contribution of linguists is rather insignificant and SFL’s lack of interest in that question is natural.

Conversely, other publications are concerned with the genesis of grammar, a quite different question directly regarding linguists, and in this second field several functional oriented works were published in the last decade, that of Bernd Heine & Tania Kuteva, The genesis of grammar (2007), that of Joan Bybee, Language, Usage and Cognition (2010) and that of Talmy Givon (2009), The genesis of syntactic complexity. The latter is specifically concerned with connecting the genesis of syntactically complex speech in language history and its ontogenetic emergence in child speech (as recorded in the CHILDES data bank). Other functionally oriented works deal with particular topics of the word-grammatical evolution of natural languages based on careful diachronic data-mining, e.g. Elisabeth Traugott & Richard Dasher, Regularity in semantic change (2002).

To conclude: SFL might be bolder in its diachronic enterprises by taking advantage of other functionalist schools, specifically those designated as “West Coast Functionalism” by Butler (2003, vol.1 section 2.6).
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WORKSHOP TITLE
Managing information to relate sentences within a text: “Houston we have a problem”
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ABSTRACT
Halliday (2003: 412) discussed three histories relevant to language, one of which is logogenetic history, described as: “the unfolding of discourse, as particular texts.” One aspect of logogenetic history concerns the effects of sequential juxtaposition of elements within individual texts. Sequential effects may be prospective (element 1 affects the interpretation of element 2) or retrospective (element 2 affects the interpretation of element 1). This paper focuses on instances where crucial bits of information are withheld from the first element and then is provided in the second.

For example, when Jim Lovell, Commander of the Apollo 13 mission, said “Houston we have a problem.” that sentence was not intended to be the last sentence of the conversation. Rather, he continued his message by describing the nature of the problem. But, had he paused, the people in Houston would probably have said something like “What’s wrong?” a question that would encourage him to fill in missing detail.

Sentences like “Houston we have a problem” function as a first element in a discourse section and identify places in the conceptual space that need to be filled in—they create information gaps that indicate how the following element is to be interpreted.

Work on labeling (Francis, 1994), prediction in text (Tadros, 1994) signaling nouns (Flowerdew & Forest, to appear) and specific and non-specific (Winter (1977a, 1977b, 1979, 1992) has identified a number of signals of information gaps.

However, Hoey's (2005) discussion of the prospective value of a phrase like “sixty years ago” suggests that many different nouns, verbs and adjectives may signal information gaps. Further it takes only a little searching to locate other instances of these same signaling nouns, verbs and adjectives that do not create information gaps. Information gaps are best considered a discourse function rather than a structure.
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Previous studies of university student writing have differentiated development through increasing sentence length, abstraction and lexical density in disciplines such as History and Philosophy where writing is largely Essay based, from development through genre diversification, or building blocks, in disciplines such as Engineering (e.g., Gardner 2008, Neumann et al 2002). This paper adopts the perspective of a new multidimensional model specific to student writing that sheds further light on the complexities of student writing development.

The initial multidimensional analysis of the BAWE (British Academic Written English) corpus employs Biber’s 1988 dimensions that were developed to differentiate oral and literate features of different registers. It shows that assessed student writing becomes increasingly informational, elaborated and abstract from first to final year of study (Nesi and Gardner, 2012:14).

This paper presents findings from a subsequent multidimensional analysis of the BAWE corpus conducted by Biber in 2010 that generates factors specific to student academic writing. The four dimensions are characterised here as ‘theoretical vs empirical’, ‘human vs mechanical’, ‘persuasion vs explanation’, and ‘timeless truths vs past events’. They show significant differences between writing in the four broad disciplinary groups (Arts & Humanities, Social Sciences, Engineering and Physical Sciences, Medicine and Life Sciences). They also show clear progression from writing in first to fourth year of study, although significant differences are only found between levels one and
This paper focuses on the writing of students in Business (146 assignments), Economics (97 assignments) and Engineering (260 assignments), as these are disciplines that attract the largest numbers of international students to British Universities. It explores the interplay and overlap between features of genres and disciplines across the four levels of student writing.
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Phraseology versus the ‘heavy NP transformation’. Why some adjuncts are unmarked in post-verbal position in English.
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ABSTRACT
The word order Predicator + Adjunct + Complement (PAC) is unusual in English. A famous example from the British National Corpus involves a quote from Jean-Paul Gautier: "I make "always the same thing". However some Adjuncts (or things that look like Adjuncts) can be used in post-verbal position in certain circumstances, especially when the Complement is 'heavier', i.e. longer or structurally more complex than the Adjunct. In this paper, I conduct a survey of attested examples of PAC in the British National Corpus. I find that most examples of PAC belong to two relatively predictable (but also productive) phraseological patterns: (i) a productive construction in which the Adjunct expresses the extent of a Mental or other similar process ("consider here", "read with relish"...), and (ii) a lexicalised expression in which the post-verbal element designates the 'Range' of a Mental process (bear in mind, take seriously...). These observations raise a number of questions for SFL theory, such as (a) how to analyse clause-level modifiers which are (in Cardiff Grammar terms) "extensions" of the Predicator and (b) how to account for phraseology in the
SFG framework.
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**ABSTRACT**
The recent advent of technology in education has brought about many changes in delivering instruction and quality of learning. Many higher education institutes tend to design technology-driven courses that can facilitate learning and increase teaching and learning efficacy. Blended learning, the combination of on-campus and off-campus learning, is a recent mode of course delivery that attempts to represent the most efficient combination of face-to-face and online learning for the individual learning subjects, contexts and objectives. Considering the goals of blended learning that includes enhancing social interaction, access to knowledge, and cost effectiveness, this mode of course delivery seems to be significant to be investigated regarding the nature of interaction and knowledge construction (Osguthorpe & Graham, 2003). The significance of using technology in Australian tertiary level institutions has been analysed in several recent studies based on Hallidayan (1985) Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) which examined the learners’ experience solely in online learning environments (for example Delahunty, 2012; Lander, 2013). However, there seems to be few studies investigating the blend of on-campus and off-campus modes in one course in terms of the nature of interactions and how the knowledge is negotiated. Due to the significance of hybrid modes as an innovative way of course delivery and their goal to ease access to knowledge and social interactions, this study aims to investigate the nature of learning in the hybrid mode in terms of interpersonal relations and knowledge
construction. In this respect, SFL has been applied to show how the knowledge is built in face-to-face and online group discussions and interactions of one academic subject. The findings of this pilot study as part of the larger study sets out to the better understanding of the characteristics of interaction and how academic and general English knowledge are negotiated in this blended mode of course delivery.
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ABSTRACT
Conducting a clausal analysis using Systemic Functional Linguistics hinges upon the classification of a main verb into one of six ‘Process Types’. Although this allocation is often portrayed as clear-cut, the reality is often less obvious, and a single verb may meet the coding criteria of a number of categories. When putting this classification to real-world practice, the ambiguities in process type selection appear to be very real. O’Donnell, Zappavigna and Whitelaw (2009) explored this issue and found inconsistencies in analysis, which they say may be due to different sub-communities of SFL users who employ different coding practices with some drawing more on formal grammatical structure would reach different conclusions to a more conceptual classification. However this could suggest that conflicting interpretations would only arise when a classification based upon formal grammatical structure would reach different conclusions to conceptual classification. While this leads to a focus on the analysts and not the verbs themselves, it is unclear what particular lexical environments may lead to these observed ambiguities in classification. Fawcett (2009) visits the results of O’Donnell et al and suggests that the issue is caused by too great a reliance upon conceptual criteria. In order to explore this issue further an online classification survey of 20 clauses was carried out. Results showed that only one of the clauses had unanimous classification
as a single process type. The majority of inconsistent analyses were found between Material and Verbal processes. These findings are discussed in the light of performativity as a source of difficulty in identifying a process type. Possible alleviations to these issues are discussed in order to allow for a full annotation of both the syntactic and semantic realization of the clause, in situations where these streams of information may diverge.
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ABSTRACT
The current global context and the status of English in academia have given rise to an increasing number of studies in English for Academic Purposes. Some focus on macro-textual features relating to cultural awareness and discourse specificities in terms of register and genre (Hyland 2007; Johns 2011; Swales 2011). Others favour a more bottom-up approach where second language errors are seen as key elements to understand and further improve language teaching (Corder 1967; Granger 2003; Grass & Selinker 2001, Nicholls 2003). However errors at that level are often explained in light of traditional grammar. And in spite of being a burgeoning field in applied linguistics, over the last 40 years many error analysts continue to focus on syntactic relations at the expense of the overall textual constructions.

Using sample corpus data, taken from a corpus containing over 120,000 tokens of French University students writing in English, we propose a novel framework of systematic error analysis combining the traditional grammatical approach to that of a systemic functional one. This dual approach uses traditional functional categories at the first level of analysis, where the focus is on general syntactic annotation before proceeding to a more semantic annotation using the three metafunctions identified in systemic grammar: i.e., the experiential, interpersonal and textual meaning strata (cf. Halliday & Matthiessen 2004).

Particular attention will be paid to the experiential and textual metafunctions. These two metafunctions help to identify another aspect that affects our second language learners’ ability to create acceptable texts: i.e. choice in semantic appropriateness.
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ABSTRACT  
Macquarie University's Department of Linguistics has recently introduced three faculty specific first year academic communication units covering the broad areas of business and economics, science, and social sciences and the humanities. Students enrolled in these units can typically be categorized as entry level tertiary students grappling more and less successfully with the demands of academic communication. A key goal of the three units is to empower students by offering explicit instruction in the highly valued registers of the academy.

This paper reports on the initial findings of a pilot research project that seeks to map the students’ registerial cartography (Matthiessen, 2013) and to characterize the meaning making resources deployed within these registers. Using the tools of SFL, the paper will explore the lexicogrammatical and semantic resources of texts produced by one representative student for one of these units over the course of a semester, focusing specifically on the student's deployment of cohesive and logical resources (e.g. Matthiessen, 2002, Herke-Couchman, 2007). The findings of this research will highlight the onotogenesis of these resources from less to more highly valued in the context of undergraduate academic communication, thus informing not only the ongoing development of the academic communication units, but also research directions in the recently launched Macquarie University Longitudinal Learner Corpus research project (MQLLC).
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On the role of the Subject in the (Danish) imperative clause
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the paper is to discuss imperative clauses with explicit Subject particularly with relation to Danish data but also with comparison to English and German examples. In the paper, we would like to discuss and expand existing systemic descriptions of this phenomenon (e.g. Halliday & Matthiessen's Introduction to Functional Grammar 2013).

Generally, the imperative clause in all three languages is described as a construction that typically occurs without a Subject:

(1) (English) Sit down and drink a cup of tea.
(2) (Danish) Sæt dig ned og drik en kop te.
(3) (German) Setz dich und trink eine Tasse Tee.

In case of the imperative, the referent of the implied Subject is identical to the listener, which means that the Subject referent can be identified on basis of the communication situation. Thus, an explicit Subject is, from a pragmatic point of view, redundant in imperative clauses.

However, all three languages allow us to mention the Subject in the form of a second person pronoun:

(1) (English) You sit down and drink a cup of tea.
(2) (Danish) Sæt du dig ned og drik en kop te.
(3) (German) Setz du dich und trink eine Tasse Tee.

In our presentation, we will concentrate on the question of the functional difference between imperatives with and without explicit Subjects. Our assumption is that the imperative without explicit Subject can realize a range of meanings of which the imperative with an explicit Subject can only realize a few. We might thus see the explicit Subject as a grammatical coding of more specific subcategories of the semantic category ‘command’.
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ABSTRACT
The proposed presentation, Persuade Me! Adolescent Political Discourse in Virtual and Non-Virtual Spaces, takes a positive discourse analytic (PDA) gaze (Martin, 2004) to examine semiotic resources deployed by adolescents to argue for particular positions on issues, mobilise social action and build solidarity within the social spaces they inhabit. The discursive practices of adolescents are particularly interesting to explore, as this socio-cultural group, by virtue of age, is typically marginalized from institutional political action despite evidence of active participation in political discourse. 

The presentation focuses on explicating the model of text and context developed to investigate adolescent literacy practices. Informing theories include systemic functional linguistics as well as sociology and New Literacy Studies. These multiple perspectives are needed to fully account for the multi-layered social activities, roles and relationships, purposes, discourse forms and modalities encountered in contexts within and beyond educational institutions. 

The presentation also includes fine-grained illustrative analysis from a corpus of 200 texts produced by adolescents. While informed by both rhetorical and social semiotic theories, the analysis builds on SFL descriptions of genre and Appraisal, which have informed a great deal of Australian and international research over the past twenty years.
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This paper uses a particular data set of indigenous loanwords from early Canadian English to pinpoint the types of experiential processes used for the integration of novel lexical items from outside the English system. Building on previous work which examined the transitivity types in this particular data set and then compared these to non-loan cognates, this study extends the inquiry by focussing on the disproportionate number of relational clauses, and in particular, the identifying ones, to illuminate the participant flow, the informational flow, and the representational flow particular to these types of clause, as per Halliday (1994), and Halliday and Matthiessen (1999, 2004). The author argues that it is in this part of the system that we can see the lexicogrammatical resources English has developed to allow it the particular flexibility to absorb items upon linguistic encounters, although recognising the motivation for such absorption lies at the higher stratum of context of culture. Nevertheless, in this close examination of this particular clause type in this particular context, the paper not only speaks to language resources used for loanword integration, but also reveals aspects of the decoding/encoding interface between Identifier/Identified, Token/Value, and ergative models informed by the same.
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ABSTRACT
It is well documented that the use of a definite or indefinite referring expression relates to the identifiability/recoverability of the referent (e.g. Martin 1992; Givón 1993): a definite determiner or pronoun is typically used to signal that a participant is identifiable, whereas indefinite expressions are for participants not identifiable to the addressee. However, some indefinite expressions appear not to follow this principle. In [1], it is possible to understand ‘a man who…’ as a newly introduced referent or ‘type’. But once seen in context, where 19 mentions of this particular man (Andy Coulson) have already been made, it becomes clear that the indefinite article is signalling something different.

[1] [...] a man who achieved the rare feat of becoming a pivotal member of the Cameron inner circle in the space of just a few months in the summer and autumn of 2007 (Watt 2012)
The purpose of this paper is to show how Hasan’s meaning relation of co-extension (Hasan 1985) can help explain how the expression type A(n)+NOUN+RESTRICTIVE RELATIVE CLAUSE, as in [1], becomes functionally defnite within its specific context. Co-extension is a semantic relation between members of a cohesive tie, where both members refer to something within the same general field of meaning (Hasan 1985: 74).
This presentation shows how the writer creates semantic ties between the preceding text, the ongoing discourse and the expression through similarity chains of reference (c.f. identity chains), thus rendering the referent of the structurally indefinite expression identifiable to the addressee. It is also proposed that the parameters of co-extension need to be broadened to include units of language larger than ‘content words or lexical items’ as the data shows that similarity chains, and thus textual cohesion, can be formed by larger units of text.
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ABSTRACT
The presentation gives account of an ongoing piece of research which focuses on the construal of the image of Chile in the discourse of the international press. It looks into the manner of evaluation of the same news events reported in different online international news sources. This study looks at the writer's attitudinal position of their reporting in a genre which is meant to be neutral. It seeks to identify and describe the resources which convey interpersonal meanings of praise and sanction of the country itself, some internal political issues and the actors involved in them.

The texts are analysed adopting some aspects of the Appraisal Theory (Martin & White, 2005) focusing on the Judgement subsystem of ATTITUDE of the Appraisal Model. It explores the social moral judgements enacted explicitly via lexical realizations and implicitly by means of tokens of invocations which trigger the reader's alignment with the writer's views.

The study was carried out in a corpus consisting of a sample of news reports, both in English and Spanish, of 4 local events occurred in 2013. These reports were taken from over 20 influential global news sources in a period of two months.

The results of the study suggest that most of the judgments refer to propriety, and that the overall stance results from the interplay of inscribed and evoked meanings.

The study has projections in the field of education since it may help teachers to raise awareness in the students of the presence of these indirect judgemental meanings in the media discourse so that they may take a critical position in front of the writer's stance in this genre.
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ABSTRACT
In January 2013, US champion Lance Armstrong confessed in an interview conducted by US TV-host Oprah Winfrey to having taken performance enhancing substances prior to all seven of his acclaimed wins of the famous cycling race Tour the France. This confession has drawn in its wake a deluge of newspaper articles, comments and discussions on Lance Armstrong's career as a sportsman, on his moral integrity and on ethical aspects of major sports competitions and the media attention they receive. In this paper I will analyse two particular comments published on 18th and 21st January, 2013 in the British online version of the Guardian and compare the official news commentary to the comments posted in the online readers' comments forum. The analyses will draw on the systemic functional theory of Appraisal (Martin and White 2005) and herein
specifically on Judgment, the evaluation system of human behavior. All comments on Lance Armstrong's confession, whether written by professional journalists or by online readers of the newspaper, abound particularly in judgments from the categories of Social Sanction, i.e., Veracity and Propriety, though other types of Social Esteem do occur as well. The two types of commentary will be analysed in respect of two main questions:

1. In how far do journalists exploit categories of Judgment differently than reader-commentators?
2. How can register differences in the two types of comment be modeled within Appraisal theory?

In a final step, I will try to model the two types of comment in terms of Authorial Voice (Commentator Voice) (Iedema, Feez and White 1994; Martin and White 2005) and investigate whether systematic quantitative differences in the distribution of different forms of Social Sanction (inscribed vs. evoked, mediated vs. unmediated) can be established.
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ABSTRACT
Dynamic (electronic) economic texts unfold in time. As a result they involve a greater majority of semiotic resources (visual, linguistic, actional, etc.) in making meaning in specific social contexts than static (printed) texts. They are also more complex in their structure. They consist of different textual phases along with points of transition between the phases (Gregory in Baldry and Thibault 2006:47). Such complex multimodal texts, as previous work on multimodality has shown (Baldry 2000, Baldry and Thibault 2006), can be best analysed within a social semiotic metafunctional framework that combines Halliday's (1994) metafunctional theory and Bakhtin's (1986) views on genre with Gregory's notion of textual phase and transition (in Baldry and Thibault 2006). Halliday's metafunctional theory and Bakhtin's distinction between primary (mini-genres) and secondary genres, applied to multimodal texts and genres (Kress and van Leeuwen 2006, Baldry 2000, Baldry and Thibault 2006), highlight the characteristics and organisational principles of the multimodal text by showing how the metafunctions relate to the multimodal genres. Gregory's frame and phase
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analysis, extended to multimodal dynamic texts (Baldry and Thibault 2006), describes the relationship between phases and metafunctions. The same framework is employed for the analysis of selected excerpts from an online university lecture on economic theories and a video conversation with an economist in EAP (English for Academic Purposes) in this paper. The aim of the paper is to foster students’ multimodal literacy (‘Multiliteracies’ in the New London Group terminology, 2000) and help them realize that it is the synergy among diverse semiotic modalities that contributes to the overall text meaning. To this end, short uncut sequences and selected still frames of the excerpts, accompanied by a transcription of the linguistic text, are described employing the combined analytical approach. In addition, tasks that relate to the Multiliteracies pedagogy and can increase students’ critical reflexive and transformative learning skills (Kress 2010, New London Group 2000) are proposed.
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ABSTRACT
In the last decade a considerable amount of research has been published investigating the behaviour of items at the left periphery of the Nominal Group (e.g. in special issues of journals such as English Language & Linguistics and Transactions of the Philological Society) but previous SFL work in this area has been all but ignored. This paper takes a look at the process of dynamic change resulting in lexical items drifting from Epithet to Deictic uses, exploring the impact of these new
insights on some SFL concepts. It is argued that the semantic distinction between the Deictic and Epithet functions is closely linked with the possibility of predicative use. The notion of post-Deictic (and specifically subjective post-Deictic) as proposed in the Hallidayan tradition is examined on the basis of systemic principles and contemporary usage, including a corpus study of the lexeme poor (e.g. poor James).
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ABSTRACT
This paper adds to the discussion of political discourse (Wodak and Chilton, 2005, Fairclough, 2003, van Dijk, 2008) by investigating generic structuring within this field. It will specifically investigate the generic structures of Obama’s weekly radio address that concern national tragedy. During Obama’s first term as President, there were a total of twenty-eight national tragedies in the United States and among them some man-inflicted. Such as a shooting on a military base in Fort Hood, Texas in November 2009, a shooting at a political event in Tucson, Arizona in January 2011, a shooting at a cinema in Aurora, Colorado in July 2012, and finally a shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut in December 2012. Each of these addresses falls under the same context, but, yet, they are unique from each other in contextual circumstance. Therefore, the paper will analyse the generic structure of the four radio addresses of the aforementioned tragedies. Starting from the notion of genre as a staged, goal-oriented social process (Martin & Rose 2007: 8), the study will begin with a Theme/Rheme (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004; Thompson 2004) analysis of each address. Followed by placing the text of the individual addresses into “distinctive functional ‘chunks’” (Coffin, Donohue & North 2009: 252) to indicate the generic moves, this, then, will reveal the social aims, purposes, the participants involved in each move of each address, as well as highlight the differences in context of situation. The findings of the paper will add a qualitative perspective to the study of political discourse by highlighting how meaning is being made sentence by sentence of a presidential address. Moreover, the study can continue with further research by investigating other genres of the radio address, such as natural tragedies, etc. Further research can also investigate the use of evaluative language (Martin 2007) by President Obama within a single generic move within an address.
La formule "same-sex marriage": analyse lexicogénique et implications cognitives et sociolinguistiques.
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ABSTRACT
1) “[T]he Bill is all about extending marriage. That is what we believe is the gold standard and the thing to which people aspire.” (Culture Secretary Maria Miller, Public Bill Committee, 2013)
2) “Where the definition of the legal institution of marriage no longer accords with the physical realities of marriage and parenthood, man-made law has a definition of parenthood that does not accord with nature.” (Daniel Moody, Associated Memorandum, 2013)

This paper aims at questioning the relations between linguistic creativity and logogenetic change in political stance. More specifically, we propose a qualitative and computer-assisted corpus-based approach to the Same Sex Marriage Bill Public Committee debate which took place in Great Britain last year. Our 350 000 word corpus is made up of both the official transcripts of the debate
and the associated memoranda broadcast in the course of debate.

By drawing upon Bauer's (1983), Paillard's (2000) and Krieg-Planque's (2009) works, we want to show, especially through the detailed analysis of the complex lexical unit "same sex marriage", how morphological processes both crystallize social meanings and shape reality by altering already-established cognitive conceptualizations.

By focusing on collocational patterns previously determined as statistically relevant through the use of the Log-likelihood Ratio, we show how the meaning of lexical units is assessed at the discourse level.

We also combine Halliday's social function of language (2004) with a dynamic approach to metaphor in order to highlight the dynamic creation of highly topical metaphorical concepts, e.g. MARRIAGE IS THE GOLD STANDARD OF SOCIETY. It is argued that metaphor must be considered a dynamic, contextual and flexible linguistic vehicle stemming from discourse (Semino 2008; Cameron and Maslen 2010). Metaphor is shown to cognitively and socially structure ideologies as well as discourse itself in its diachronic unfolding.
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of ‘text’ as a ‘semantic concept’ (Halliday, 1979: 135) to ‘text+’ that comprises different semiotic resources.

One dominant model of context in SFL has defined mode as including channel, medium and rhetorical mode. Matthiessen, Teruya & Lam (2010:144) propose an extended model which characterises it in terms of CHANNEL (in terms of phonic, graphic, etc.), MEDIUM (as spoken, written, etc.), RHETORICAL MODE (as the symbolic role played by language in the context), DIVISION OF LABOUR (among semiotic resources and between semiotic and social processes), ORIENTATION (of language towards field or tenor) and TURN (i.e. monologic vs. dialogic). These revisions extend the scope of the theory’s focus from meaning making in context through language to meaning making in context through resources of multiple semiotic systems.

With this extension of the model of mode, ‘text’ as a semantic unit of language (Halliday, 1978:135) would be expanded to comprise different semiotic resources, with the provisional label ‘text+'. The nature of a ‘text+' in terms of its meaning making in context is argued to be in accordance with what Halliday & Hasan (1976:293) point out, such that ‘the unity that [a text] has is a unity of meaning in context, a texture that expresses the fact that it relates as a whole to the environment in which it is placed’. With the extension of the model of mode, this ‘unity of meaning in context’ now includes the meaning made through the integration of different semiotic resources, considering a text+ as a ‘content ensemble’, i.e. the integration of choices made in unified resources of multiple semiotic systems with which the DIVISION OF LABOUR of mode is crucial in the synergy of these resources. Under this premise, the questions raised by Halliday (2009) concerning the study of choices in language (as semantic choices) can also apply to studying the choices in such unification: ‘(i) what is the range of options available under a given set of conditions, including the probabilities of choice across the given population; and (ii) what are the implications of choosing one option rather than another’.

In order to address these questions while simultaneously expanding upon them to cover meaning making in unified multi-semiotic resources, this paper builds on the idea of the expression plane as deployed somatically and exo-somatically by different semiotic resources (Matthiessen, Teruya & Lam, 2010: 94; cf. Matthiessen, 2009) and proposes a model of text+ that incorporates physical space and time in modelling the synergy of the unified multi-semiotic resources, and within which the textual metafunction is considered as the most significant. Through trial analysis of ‘texts+’, this paper reviews the extension of the model of mode and, guided by the abovementioned questions raised by Halliday (2009), interrogates the existing description of systemic functional theory in terms of its applicability in representing the possible choices of this unified multi-semiotic resource.
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Semogenic trajectories of change in an energy transition town
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses semogenic trajectories of change in an energy transition town in Denmark. The analyses are based on data from citizen meetings in which activities were planned for a local energy week aimed at encouraging citizens to implement renewable energy projects. In the planning process, various re-semiotized genres were taken up (Iedema 2003: 135) across different time-scales, thus leaving traces of a longer time-frame that transgresses generic boundaries. To illustrate this point, and inspired by Halliday & Matthiessen (1999) and Martin & Rose (2008), I present examples from analyses of semogenic trajectories identifiable in ‘anticipatory discourse’ genres on climate change (de Saint-Georges 2005; 2013). Using a citizen meeting as my point of entry, I follow trajectories across re-semiotized genres selected for the importance ascribed to them by participants in the transition project. This will be illustrated through examples from a business plan, a press release, a profile brochure and an invitation letter. Methodologically, I will use a discourse analytical approach, focusing on what I have referred to as ideational, interpersonal and textual discourses. This entails analysis of motives for and legitimation of future goals conceived in the past. In the analyses I rely on semohistory developed by Halliday and Matthiessen (1999: 17), who modeled meaning making processes and social semiotic across three interrelated time frames, phylogenesis, ontogenesis and logogenesis. The semogenic model embeds elements of temporality and determines the types of meaning that can be made through systems of language, register and genre. From a synchronic perspective, any subject position taken up by a speaking subject in a given context of situation or culture may be seen as a direct response to a discourse formation shaped over time in a semogenic trajectory shaped by culture (Martin and Rose 2008).
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ABSTRACT
As part of a larger project aimed at the multidimensional annotation of discourse features in English and Spanish (see Lavid 2013), and of current work by the authors of this paper on the characterisation of newspaper genres through the analysis of their thematic selection and progression choices (Moratón et al. 2012), in this paper we analyse the thematic patterns revealed by a contrastive analysis of a sample of forty Letters of editor evenly divided into twenty written in English and twenty in Spanish. The analytical tools used for the study are Lavid et al.’s model of thematisation for Spanish and English (see Lavid et al. 2010), and the notion of ‘thematic development’ and thematic progression patterns (Danes 1974; Dubois 1987; Eggins 2004, inter alia). The analysis reveals interesting patterns that serve to characterise this newspaper genre in thematic terms and to redefine the functional features of several thematic types. Thus, it was found that, contrary to what would be expected in this type of evaluative genre, the presence of the so-called Interpersonal Themes is scarce, (3.33% in English and 2.56% in Spanish), and writers prefer to use a wide variety of expressions in Pre-Head and Thematic Head position for expressing intersubjective positioning both in English and Spanish. In other words, interpersonal force is not only expressed through Interpersonal Themes, but also appears in the PreHead and the Thematic Head elements of the Thematic Field. With respect to the thematic progression patterns, it was found that the most frequent type in both languages is the Derived Theme pattern. This is probably due the fact that the Letters are short and this forces writers to condense all the information into a reduced number of lines. Thus, most of the arguments expressed derive from a general Hypertheme as a common ground to the opinions and concerns conveyed by the author. We hope that this contrastive SFL-based analysis will contribute to the characterisation of this newspaper genre in English and Spanish.
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ABSTRACT
This research looks at the different patterns of realizing “coherence” in Chinese and English based on a Chinese novel and its two English translations. Based on Systemic Functional Grammar, this research aims to locate ‘coherence’ in the systemic network. Halliday and Hasan (1976)’s categorization of cohesion is viewed as the foundation of coherence. Hasan (1985)’s clarification on cohesive ties and cohesive chains also accounts for the ranking of coherence of texts. Rhetorical Structure Theory characterizes a text in terms of relations, which “realize text coherence, adding a rhetorical relation between segments by showing how the units connected,” Matthiessen (1990: 3), so that shows how coherence is achieved in the text. The combination of cohesion and RST form the framework of this research.

In this research, a case study of the first few chapters (at least 25,000 words) of a classical Chinese novel “Hong Lou Meng” and its two English translated versions is conducted. The characteristics of rhetorical relations and cohesive ties and chains in both Chinese and English texts are outlined and compared in terms of number and percentage. Under the systemic functional linguistic framework, I intend to see how they contribute to the coherence of both Chinese and English texts at semantic level and how coherence is realized at lexical-grammatical level. The findings show that Chinese text has more rhetorical relations (711) but less grammatical chains (206) while though both the English texts have similar rhetorical relations (542 and 585 respectively), the number of grammatical chains and lexical ties differ. And all the three texts vary in rhetorical relation types. The results show that patterns of coherence between languages (i.e. Chinese and English) and between translators (i.e. the two English translators) differ.

The findings from this study are expected to benefit translation studies concerning coherence.
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**TITLE**  
Multiple Modes of Meaning in Expository Writing
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**ABSTRACT**  
Using SFL as a pedagogical and analytic tool, this study focuses on a range of context and resources in expository writing. Whereas traditional SFL prioritizes genre and linguistic analysis of text, recent work on register and discourse analysis of interactional processes and authorial stances for understanding discursive resources and context (Martin, 2000, 2002). Moreover, recent technological innovations have also expanded discourse sites from classrooms and workplaces to international English and online settings (e.g., Coffin, 2004, 2013). Following the recent development of SFL, this action research involves the (a) instructional design of exposition and discussion through cultural and rhetorical resources for guiding L2 students’ text production and argumentative dialogue and (b) discourse analysis of students’ textual-semantic choices and visual-graphic resources for accomplishing the goal of negotiating knowledge claims toward opposing positions. Primary sources of data are 13 pairs of second language students’ multimodal texts and videotaped PowerPoint presentations and subsequent discussions among the university community members including their classmates and international students on campus. The researcher’s field notes and instructional materials, along with students’ written comments on blogs and evaluations on questionnaire are also included. The presentation will show not only L2 students’ production of process types and rhetorical moves but also their cross-modal realization of interpersonal meanings.
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ABSTRACT
This presentation reports on a corpus-assisted, longitudinal study of Chinese EFL learners' development of English academic literacy through a focussed analysis of grammatical metaphor (GM). This close examination of GM combines the delicate descriptions of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) with the empirical resources of Corpus Linguistics (CL), resulting in a multi-dimensional framework for understanding learners’ ontogenetic development. The elaborated framework first accounts for patterns of reliance, supported quantitatively through frequency and variation analysis, providing insights into learners’ expanding paradigmatic and syntagmatic repertoire of resources (Liardét, 2013; 2014). It then characterises the quality of GM deployment, identifying patterns of intermediate metaphorical control, or the degrees of completeness and control over a reconstrual, and metaphorical enrichment, the degrees of technicality, formality and meanings committed to the metaphor (Schleppegrell, 2001; Martin & Rose, 2003, 2008; Hood, 2008). Finally, the framework examines GM deployment across whole texts, identifying key patterns of text cohesion, cause and effect orderings, and information condensation, highlighting the contributions of GM deployment to the construction of advanced academic texts (Halliday, 1994; Schleppegrell, 2001). This paper discusses salient patterns of deployment in Chinese learners’ texts and concludes with a detailed mapping of learners’ pathways of GM development.
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Mapping academic literacy: How an integrated SFL-guided pedagogy empowers undergraduate learners
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on learners’ development of academic literacy during a one-semester academic literacy unit piloting an integrated SFL genre-based approach (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose, 2005; Rose, Gray & Cowey, 1999). The learner texts examined in this study are collected from students enrolled in a first-year academic communication unit designed to equip university learners to meet the rigors of academic literacy. Using Systemic Functional Linguistics as the theoretical framework of analysis, this study examines learner texts for ideational and textual patterns and identifies how these patterns contribute to the learners’ development of academic discourse. Of particular focus is the integration of grammatical metaphor (GM) as an empowering resource for construing the lexico-grammatical patterns valued in academic discourse (Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Halliday, 1993; Schleppegrell, 2004; Martin & Rose, 2003, 2008). This paper identifies learners’ control over this key linguistic resource through a close examination of reconstrual quality and the subsequent effects of GM on their texts (Liardét, 2013; 2014). Learner success is further explored through a mapping of these individuals’ writing across the term, highlighting the initial struggles learners demonstrate in their journey of developing this resource. These pathways of development are finally compared and contrasted according to the learners’ diverse language and education backgrounds, with the presenters distinguishing between the patterns found in first language users of English and those of ESL students. These discussions conclude with recommendations for further integration of SFL genre pedagogy and the explicit instruction of GM in an academic literacy unit (Byrnes, Maxim & Norris, 2010; Halliday, 1994; Schleppegrell, 2001).
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Modalization in doctor–patient interactions
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**ABSTRACT**
This study examines modality in the communication between doctor and patients in Spanish. The patients are a part of a local community in rural California. The data consists of 23 psychiatric video-recorded interviews that the doctor conducted with these patients. In order to reveal how meaning gets constructed in a cultural interaction, this work inspects how power and modality are explicitly revealed at the language level. Analysis of the interpersonal metafunction (Eggins, 2004; Halliday, 1994) is particularly suitable to reveal specific lexicogrammatical choices patients and doctor make to index their social roles. Within the interpersonal metafunction, this study focuses on a qualitative and quantitative analysis of modality (specifically modalization in Spanish). Spanish modalization can be realized through modal operators (e.g. might), mood adjuncts (e.g. possibly), and the conditional and future tenses (Lavid et al. 2010). In addition to these, there are alternative forms of expressing modalization in oral contexts, for instance, using the preposition “como” (like) and tag questions. These linguistic resources have been reported in the pragmatics literature on
mitigation. Mitigation (i.e. weakening the proposition) intersects in interesting ways with modalization. The results reveal that patients modalize at particular moments in the interview, for instance when discussing their symptoms and conditions. The underlying use of patient modalization is to recognize the social status of the doctor (Eggins, 2004). The doctor strategically uses modalization when asking patients certain questions in order to displace responsibility from them. The effect of the doctor’s modalization is avoiding face-threat and maintaining the trust of patients. This work highlights the analytical changes that become available in considering alternative approaches to discourse analysis (pragmatics in this case) and how they complement SFL.
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Genre and grammatical metaphor in adult second language writing
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the study is to describe genre and use of grammatical metaphor in the writing in Swedish of highly educated second language users with late ages of arrival, and how they exploit their first language literacy when writing in a second language (L2). The study wants to contribute to our understanding of the expansion of linguistic choices in an L2, and of ontogenetic development of genre and grammatical metaphor from an L2 perspective.

Through its focus on linguistic variation, genre and language in relation to learning, SFL offers a useful framework for describing literacy in an L2. L2 literacy is a complex issue, influenced by experience of written texts in L1, general command of L2, and genre conventions in L1 and L2 (cf.
The study therefore uses the SFL framework to investigate dimensions shown to be crucial in L2 writing research. The data consist of texts written by highly educated L2 users during a two-year university program aimed at immigrants with foreign teacher qualifications. These writers are assumed to mirror the full complexity of adult L2 writing.

The presentation will describe the degree to which writers differentiate between genres (cf. Reynolds 2005), e.g. personal narratives and reports. Special focus is put on traits typical of academic registers, often a complex issue for L2 writers. One such feature is grammatical metaphor.

The study builds on SFL theory of language development (Halliday 1993), genre theory (Martin & Rose 2007) and SFL research on L2 and foreign language writing (Byrnes 2009; Colombi 2006; Schleppegrell 2004a, 2004b). It combines SFL and L2 theory by relating genre and the use of grammatical metaphor in writing to Cummins’ (1979, 2007) distinctions of L2 competence and proposal that L1 literacy is exploited in L2.
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The semiotics of dance movement: a proposal for a systemic functional analysis
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ABSTRACT
The continuous development of new media communication and digital forms of entertainment has generated in the last ten years an increased interest in the possibility of developing new models of discourse analysis that are flexible enough to cope with ever changing ways of expression. Multimodal discourse analysis has explored the meaning making processes realized by architecture, fine arts, film, design, animation as complex semiotic systems, with some works focusing on gesture, body and sign language. Very little, though, has been done to try and design a specific model of analysis for the study of the discourse of dance movement in systemic functional terms. Classical ballet positions, that are at the basis of every form of ballet in Western culture, are the units on which all types of choreographies are based, the units from which Western ballet as a form of art and entertainment has developed in centuries. The aim of this paper is to propose a basic model of systemic functional analysis of dance movement that uses Hallyday’s idea of the three metafunctions of language to understand the grammar of dance and how the relationship between body and space means in dance combinations. The model will be based on the analysis of classical ballet positions and figures in space, on their dynamic quality, and will theoretically draw mostly on Halliday’s Functional Grammar of verbal language, Kress and Van Leeuwen’s grammar of visual design and O’Toole’s model of analysis for the displayed arts (sculpture, architecture, etc.). The paper will offer an analysis of some basic positions and figures of classical ballet in context in order to show how dance movement means and how the semiotic system of dance uses space as a semiotic dimension. Analysis will be performed on short extracts from a ballet solo, a pas-de-deux, and a group dance.
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ABSTRACT
The analysis of medical writing along the history of English may help us understand the
development of the language of science and its contribution to the process of construing and
communicating knowledge. Framed within a larger project on the variation and textual
characterisation of English in its recent history, this multi-layered study aims to analyse instances of
medical writing from a Systemic-Functional perspective (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004). The
theoretical assumption that the context of culture defines the potential of language as a system, at
the same time that “plays a significant role in determining the actual choices” (Halliday 2009) made
by speakers, underlies the analysis. The data come from the electronic corpus of Early Modern
English Medical Texts (over two million words of medical writing from 1500 to 1700; see
Taavitsainen & Pahta 2011), and CorpusTool (O’Donnell 2013) is used for the annotation of the
texts and subsequent quantitative analysis of the annotated corpus. Approaching texts written
c.1550 and c.1650, and addressed to three different types of target audience (i.e. learned,
unlearned and intermediate), we focus on their thematic organisation and the taxonomy of
‘Processes’ attested (i.e. material, mental, verbal, behavioural, relational and existential Processes).
As expected, the findings point towards differences in the ways in which texts addressed to
learned and unlearned audiences represent the world (experiential metafunction) and organise the
messages (textual metafunction). The predominance of material and relational Processes, co-
existant with existential and behavioural Processes in explanatory and directive texts addressed to
intermediate and unlearned audiences, seem in keeping with the aim of the texts (i.e. describing
illness, symptoms, treatments, interventions, etc.). As for the thematic distribution, the higher
frequency of marked Themes in texts addressed to learned audiences may illustrate the writer’s
choice in provoking particular communicative effects when the reader is known to have a certain
amount of (medical) knowledge about the topic.
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TITLE
Rhetorical relations and their lexicogrammatical realizations in different registers
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ABSTRACT
This paper is a contribution towards filling the gap in semantics between context and lexicogrammar. While the realization of genres within the sphere of context are often related directly to lexicogrammatical realizations bypassing semantics in educational linguistic materials, the semantic part of the overall account is vitally important, not only theoretically and descriptively but also pedagogically in terms of resourcing learners with strategic meaning potential.

We will report on our ongoing investigation of rhetorical relations in the logico-semantic organization of text belonging to a range of different registers differentiated in terms of field of activity within context (for this project of registerial cartography, see e.g. Matthiessen & Teruya, 2014; Matthiessen, 2013) and of the lexicogrammatical realizations of these relations (see e.g. Matthiessen & Thompson, 1989; Matthiessen, 2002; Taboada, 2005).

We will explore the logico-semantic organization of text according to the rhetorical relations of Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST; e.g. Mann, Matthiessen & Thompson, 1992), using a revised version designed to serve as a systemic functional account of the logico-semantic organization of text (Matthiessen, in prep.). This version of RST enables us to investigate semantic strategies needed to realize elements of contextual structures (stages in genres; cf. Hasan’s, 1984, description of the semantic realization of Placement in nursery tales).

First, we will analyse a few text exemplars of different registers, comparing them in terms of their RST structures — and also in terms of the patterns of lexicogrammatical realizations. Then, we will then explore a sample of texts from a larger range of registers — all operating in written and monologic contexts but drawn from a number of fields of activity. Finally, we will discuss the results of our very exploratory investigation, and suggest how these results can inform future, larger-scale studies.
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CLIL and non-CLIL students writing in Spanish and in English: views from language development, discourse norms and genre
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ABSTRACT  
This paper discusses a study primarily designed to investigate the effect of studying through English on students' L1 Spanish written discourse. The paper broadens the discussion by also considering the students’ L2 English written discourse, and the difficulties and assumptions inherent in such contrastive work more generally.

The original study compared the written expository Spanish of Spanish secondary school students studying partly through English on a CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning) programme with that of their non-CLIL peers studying through Spanish. The analysis of the students' texts included generic structure (Martin & Rose 2008) and clause complexing (Matthiessen 2002), and found some indications of what could be considered mutation in the Spanish writing of the CLIL students: in comparison with their non-CLIL peers, the CLIL students used norms more generally associated with English than Spanish written discourse (Neff et al. 2004). In particular, the CLIL students’ Spanish writing had shorter clause complexes and more explicit generic structure. These contrasts are now further discussed in the light of differences between the CLIL and non-CLIL students’ written English and also differences of genre in the expository texts produced.

More generally, the paper considers essentialist and relativist positions that surround this type of contrastive work, and why these two attitudes towards language change are each problematic.

Finally, issues and challenges involved in contrastive discourse work with and without the support of a theory of language will be discussed.
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At the 2011 ESFLC, Mick O’Donnell suggested SFG does not provide the most optimal grammatical descriptions for learners of English as an additional language at lower levels, as other grammars are better known to them. He further argued that SFG becomes much more useful as these learners move beyond the language learning stage and into the language using stage. Indeed, the world over and across many languages, SFG has not had much impact on additional language teaching and learning, as evidenced by its scarcity of use in coursebooks and by classroom teachers. Mirroring O’Donnell’s point that it becomes more useful as learners move to greater use of the language, it has been put forth as the grammar of choice for advanced language learning, mainly through the work and influence of Heidi Byrnes (2006).

What is surprising, perhaps, about this state of affairs is that Halliday conceived systemic functional linguistic theory because of an interest in additional language teaching and learning (Halliday and Hasan, 2006). Also, Halliday is mentioned in language teaching methodology books as a source of inspiration for communicative language teaching, a highly popular approach around the globe. Perhaps, as Anne Burns and John Knox (2005: 256) suggest, SFL “is still very much in its infancy in English language teaching profession” and therefore “considerable tensions exist for language teachers wanting to use SFL when institutional requirements, course material and textbooks, and student expectations are primarily based on dominant traditional grammatical frameworks”, which brings us back to O’Donnell’s point about familiarity.

In this paper, I trace the tenuous connections between systemic functional grammar and additional language teaching, and draw on sources such as Coffin et al. (2009), Jones and Lock (2011), and Derewianka (2011) to explore the changes that SFG would need to incorporate in order to become the theory of choice in language teaching.
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Building knowledge and dialogic teaching: Insights from SFL
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**ABSTRACT**
This paper probes the unfolding of discourse in an Australian primary school classroom. The paper applies aspects of Maton, Martin, Matruglio & Macnaghten's (2013) SFL-informed research on cumulative knowledge-building to the context of teaching literature. Maton et al's research foregrounds the ideational in the curriculum as the object of study, arguing that what students ‘are learning is the key factor that needs to be addressed whenever shaping curriculum and designing the pedagogy through which they are taught’ (Martin, 2013, p.24).

Dialogic teaching refers to ‘pedagogy that draws on the power of talk to engage and shape students’ thinking, and to secure and enhance their understanding’ (Alexander, 2008, p. 92). Alexander’s (2008) five principles for successful dialogic teaching (collective, reciprocal, supportive, cumulative and purposeful) offer a model of pedagogy which grew from his comparative research across five countries (including France) around the principal theme of ways in which a country’s culture and history shape the values and processes of primary schooling (Alexander, 2001).

While the study of literature has a prominent place in education in most cultures, ways of teaching literature vary considerably. My own work has drawn on SFL to emphasise the importance of explicit study of form and style of literary texts, and of what constitutes ‘content’, as teachers nurture their students' understanding of the texts' meanings, and how texts achieve their effects (McDonald, 2013). In this paper I explore the intersection between SFL and dialogic teaching for a better understanding of the nature of ideational talk about literary texts. I elaborate this argument through analyses of student-teacher classroom moments from a series of literature lessons. I also address the importance of ‘designing-in’ (Hammond & Gibbons, 2005) sets of guided tasks to provide a learning context within which dialogic talk about literature becomes possible.
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**TITLE**
How Systemic-Functional Linguistics uses and interprets Glossematics
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**ABSTRACT**
The present paper aims to demonstrate the uses and interpretation of Hjelmslev’s glossematics in the frame of systemic-functional linguistics (SFL, from now on). Glossematics is a fundamental structural linguistic school to understand modern history of modern linguistics. It is foundational to any text-based grammatical treatment, because it presents an interesting alternative that goes not only beyond the limits traditionally attributed to structuralism as a whole, but anticipates precisely the characterization of language theories that put in relation options, texts and contexts as SFL does. It is proposed to trace down a set of core concepts that appears in Prolegomena to a Theory of Language (1943) in order to analyze them in relation with the use and interpretation that they have within the limits of systemic-functional linguistics (in a different sense of the interpretation made by Bache 2010). The works of M. A. Halliday (1978, 2002a, 2002b, Halliday and Mathiessen, 2004), R. Hasan (Halliday and Hasan 1985, Hasan 1995) and J. Martin (1992) will be taken as the main references. This paper will explore the following concepts: 1) the concept of text (Menén dez 2004; 2) the relation between the set of paradigms and the set of syntagms; 2) the content and expression plane in relation with the different strata of language; 3) the scope of connotative semiotics. We will track the treatment of these concepts in Prolegomena to a Theory of Language in order to evaluate the influence, the impact and their reformulation within the frame of SFL.
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Social Semiotic Stylistics and the corpus: How do-able is an automated analysis of verbal art?
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ABSTRACT
Corpora are extensively applied in all areas of linguistic research, including ‘figurative’ language (e.g., Luporini 2013a) and literature itself (e.g., Taylor Torsello 2007). Yet, ‘high’ level studies, addressing semantics/context, have been shown to resist automation in all types of text (Miller et al., forthcoming); this is even more true of literature, where the context-language connection is more intricate than for other text-types (Hasan 2007: 22-23). And, when dealing with a framework for ‘verbal art’ (Hasan 1985 [1989]; 2007) that is so scrupulous in its precepts, categories and its very definition of the object of inquiry, the question of the extent to which automated corpus techniques can be effectively deployed must be systematically tackled. Though corpus-assisted studies should ideally be part of the ongoing development of a rigorous Social Semiotic Stylistics (SSS), the proposal is not unproblematic.

This paper explores the problem, firstly by probing the implications of SSS's essential theses, which we thoroughly endorse (cf. Miller 2010), particularly its conviction that literature is 'special', i.e., "[…] created by languaging in a particular way" (Hasan 2007: 16, original emphasis). This specialness of verbal art is what led Hasan to devising a unique model of 'double articulation' with both a semiotic system of language and a higher-order semiotic system of verbal art, the level at which the first-order meanings are enriched to express the literature text's Theme (1985 [1989]). While corpus tools, we argue, may assist analysis at the lower-level semiotic system of language itself, and even potentially help identify motivated patterns to be further examined, verbal art’s higher-order semiosis requires traditional qualitative manual analysis of a logogenetic nature.

Secondly, we summarise the results of a corpus-assisted reading of Coetzee’s 1986 novel Foe (Luporini 2013b), a rewriting of Robinson Crusoe, with a view to illustrating what software such as
WordSmith Tools can/cannot tell us about: a) its thematic richness; b) the complex cultural context in which it was produced and which it, in turn, symbolically reproduces: Apartheid South Africa.

(NOTE: due to space restrictions, some original references have been removed).
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ABSTRACT
Despite evidence of its ancient origins, the early days of modern advertising are commonly ascribed to the mid-/late seventeenth century. It was then that eager businessmen started to distribute their trade cards and that periodic newspapers began to include public announcements in their pamphlets. Adapting in style and structure to the continuous, often radical, economic, social, political and technological developments, advertisements have undergone a variety of rhetorical and functional changes. Yet the majority of linguistic research has so far only concentrated on the most overt textual transformations such as sentence length, use of humour or adjectives
Little attention has been attributed to the underlying language system and to what extent these transformational processes have had an influence on the genre. The aim of this paper, as part of a larger dissertation project, is thus to provide a systemic network of advertising discourse, while further specifying the rhetorical evolution of this text type. Based on the SFL approach (Halliday 1994; Halliday/Matthiessen 2014; Thompson 2014), a small corpus of selected British and American print advertisements, covering 400 years of advertising history, will be analysed. As the importance of visual representation has increased over time, a semiotic investigation of these texts according to SF-MDA (Royce 1998; Cheong 2004) cannot be neglected. The diachronic set-up of this study will further allow exploring the development of British and American advertising practices as well as their cross-cultural differences.
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Four editions of An Introduction to Functional Grammar: how changes in the front covers suggest changes in SFL theory
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ABSTRACT
It has been nearly three decades since the first European Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) workshops and since the first edition of Halliday's Introduction to Functional Grammar. This paper examines changes in the front covers of IFG, which provide a telling illustration of the evolution of SFL theory. Front covers are widely regarded by publishers as a marketing tool chosen with very little or no author involvement. Established practice for covers of academic works has been vagueness and discretion. This has not been the case for the first three front covers of IFG that stand out as clear, author-driven representations of SFL theory in changing contexts (Montemayor-Borsinger et al 2013). For the 1985 cover Halliday drew on Henry Moore’s Three Points sculpture to state a functional, tripartite view of language in a prevailing chomskyan context. In the 1994 cover Halliday exploited his colour chart representing the types of processes in the clause, in line with rapidly developing research at the time in areas related both to SFL and Critical Discourse Analysis. The 2004 cover used Matthiessen’s representation of language as network systems, stating how the contents of the third edition took these systems on board. However, the 2013 cover displays a greyish globe with labyrinths, suitable for any book related to language, or even to other areas of the ‘softer’ sciences. Why and how was the more unremarkable ‘market-driven’ choice made? We argue that an opportunity to distinguish the forceful drive of SFL has been momentarily lost. Further, we elaborate on the challenges that the growing e-book market faces with book covers. A multimodal representation of the theory that Matthiessen has frequently used in his lectures would be an ideal solution for representing the dynamic view of language as social semiotic that has consistently been foregrounded in SFL theory and in the previous IFG covers.
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The unfolding storyline: an investigation into dynamic change in children’s spontaneous role-play dialogue.
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ABSTRACT
Dynamic change in spontaneous spoken texts has previously been explored by Hasan (1985); Berry
(1987); Ventola (1987); Tebble (1999) and Yang (2010), and in this presentation I aim to build on these works and present research on dynamic or logogenetic change within children's classroom role-play, a relatively unexplored area. Logogenetic change is defined as the 'unfolding of the act of meaning itself: the instantial construction of meaning in the form of a text’ (Halliday and Matthiessen, 1999:18). This exploration into logogenetic change contributes to my PhD study into children's meaning making in classroom role-play, seeking to explore how children construct meaning in this curriculum activity, and the possible opportunities for language learning and learning through language of this peer to peer interaction.

The principle research question I aim to explore is: how do 4-5 year old children in classroom role-play create a make-believe social scenario through their unfolding spontaneous dialogue? I will present examples drawn from my PhD data set of fifty video recorded role-plays, each of around 15 minutes in length with groups of three 4-5 year old children.

I employ two approaches in investigating this question: firstly the notion of genre Hasan (1985), and secondly I focus on the function of the mental process ‘pretend…’ in this context.

Early findings suggest that the children attempt to construct genre stages that are reminiscent of stages in real life scenarios and that these stages appear to encourage change in the unfolding text. In addition, through the use of ‘pretend…’, the children interrupt their own co-constructed and unfolding staged dialogue. These interruptions attempt to initiate alternative aspects to the dialogue against which, if successful, the text then unfolds.
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Profling Interpersonal Particles in Dagaare: A Case of the Dagara Dialect
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Dagaare belongs to the Gur branch of the Niger-Congo language family and is spoken in three
West African countries, namely, Ghana, Burkina Faso, and Cote d'Ivoire, with an estimated population of about one million speakers (Bodomo, 1997; Lewis, 2009). The grammar of Dagaare has been explored by a few scholars (e.g. Angkaraaba, 1980; Kropp Dakubu, 1989; Bodomo, 1993, 1998; Ali, 2006), which has undoubtedly contributed to our understanding of the structure of the language. However, these studies are limited to formalist traditions, especially generative linguistics. The implication is that we are yet to account for the full potential of the grammar of Dagaare as a multidimensional resource for realising meaning. The present study describes interpersonal particles in Dagaare, as a preliminary SFL description of the lexicogrammar of the language and by focusing on one of its main dialects, Dagara. The focus on particles is motivated by their salience in organising the clause as a unit of interaction. The study is theoretically situated within systemic functional language typology (Caffarel, Martin & Matthiessen, 2004). The data for the study consist of naturally occurring texts, collected from a range of communicative contexts in the Dagara speech community in Ghana and Burkina Faso. The study profiles these particles based on three interpersonal systems of the clause: MOOD, POLARITY, and MODAL ASSESSMENT, describing their distribution at clause-rank and how they interact with other elements in the clause to realise these interpersonal meanings. Thus, both the systemic organization and syntagmatic properties of these particles are accounted for. The study provides a topological map of Dagara interpersonal particles, using the system network as a semiotic tool. The findings contribute to the growing literature on Dagaare linguistics and work in systemic functional language typology (e.g. Martin, 1990; Halliday & McDonald, 2004; Matthiessen, 2004; Akerejola, 2005).
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ABSTRACT
The unmarked structure of the Theme is an area of major contrasts between English and German. While English allows multiple Themes, with a strong tendency for the last element to be the Subject of the Mood system (Halliday & Matthiessen 2013), German is fairly restricted to simple Themes which then, however, can be instantiated by a variety of elements of the Mood system (Steiner and Teich 2004, Teich 2003). In these cases, the Subject is often moved to the position after the Finite in the dominant clause. This contrast should lead to some interesting differences in the Theme in translations between the two languages. Looked at from the perspective of translation into German, the number of elements in the Theme will have to be reduced, with the Subject likely being moved to the position after the Finite. From the perspective of translation into English, an element before the Finite will have to be made the Subject (or the original subject will have to be moved to pre-Finite position).

Drawing on pilot studies by Kast (in Hansen-Schirra, Neumann and Steiner 2012) and Neumann (2013), this paper will present a detailed analysis of the Theme structure of English and German originals and their corresponding translations from the CroCo Corpus (Hansen-Schirra, Neumann and Steiner 2012) to classify the exact grammatical context in which changes in the Theme occur in translation. After extracting relevant contexts from the corpus, these are annotated manually with the help of the UAM Corpus Tool (O’Donnell 2008) and subsequently analysed for frequency of occurrence of each pattern.

The results of this study will help us to better understand the exact lexico-grammatical triggers which lead to shifts in translations and hence deepen our understanding of the systematic properties of translated texts.
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TITLE
Changing thematic choice with developing EFL proficiency

KEYWORDS

ABSTRACT
This paper will explore the changes that occur in the thematic choices that learners of English make as they develop in proficiency. A corpus of 1,300 short essays (700,000 words) from Spanish University learners of English has been automatically tagged for Theme/Rheme structure using UAM CorpusTool 3.0. Within each sentence, Topical, Interpersonal and Textual elements have been identified, and also whether the Topical theme is unmarked (Subject) or marked (Adjunct or Complement). Each essay is also provided with the proficiency level of the student at the time of writing, in terms of CEFR levels (A1, A2, B1, etc.).

The study demonstrates that the complexity of sentential theme structure develops throughout the developmental stages, in particular through increased use of interpersonal themes, and of marked topical themes. However, the developmental pattern for textual themes is not so clear. The paper will also explore shifts in the kinds of items used for textual and interpersonal themes as the learners progress.
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WORKSHOP TITLE
Automatic analysis of Thematic Patterns using UAM CorpusTool

ABSTRACT
This workshop will lead the participants through the process of using UAM Corpustool (corpus annotation software) for the automatic annotation of English text in terms of Theme/Rheme, and how to explore patterns of Theme use within a single text, particular registers or text-types, or over developmental levels.

The workshop will start with the basics of downloading/installing the software, how to prepare texts to be incorporated into the program, and how to specify how the text should be analysed. The middle phase of the workshop will use the automatic parser to recognise Theme/Rheme structures (and Interpersonal, textual and ideational subcomponents of the Theme. Where the automatic analysis is wrong, the participants will be shown how to edit the analysis manually.

Finally, participants will be lead through the process of producing statistical results from the analysis.
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TITLE
Making deep systemic and functional choices when naming new concepts: a journey of meaning on a lexico-discursive trajectory

KEYWORDS
neology, terminology, discourse analysis, meaning, SFL

ABSTRACT
Naming a new concept is one of the language processes that has been thoroughly analysed within the scope of works on neology. In parallel to core issues on neology, such as studies on patterns and dynamics of word creation (Sager 1997, Cabré 1999, Kageura 2002, Neveu 2005) or on sociocognitive patterns affecting the creation process (Temmerman 2000a and 2000b), neology has been quite naturally addressed from the perspective of systemic functional linguistics (SFL). It is thus commonly agreed among neology specialists that new word-formation involves choices, a
selection of an appropriate term among various candidates within one language system, and serves the naming function. However, there is a possibility of examining neology from a considerably deeper perspective while still maintaining the SFL approach. This presentation thus will illustrate how an in-depth analysis of newly created lexical items in scientific discourse brings a potentially different understanding of the lexical choices and language functions at stake when naming a new concept. In scientific writing, we frequently encounter a series of variants used within the same text for naming the same concept, which at the first level of analysis, seems to point to the transition period where a new concept is marked by terminological instability revealing a difficulty of making a choice, a firm decision to stick to one name for referring to one concept. In this paper, we present the results of a distributional analysis of variants across texts, which shows that very specific choices are made for a use of specific variant at different points in the text. Variation, and apparent instability, rather than being an unwanted side-effect appears to be a complex process conducted with specific communicative purposes. It serves to attract the reader's attention to a newly formed concept, to problematize it and thus produce a new paradigm of knowledge, following the general scheme on information structure, examined in relation to scientific discourse analysis by very few linguists, namely Halliday and Hasan (Halliday and Hasan 1976, Halliday 2004). Our focus will consequently be on investigating how deep systemic and functional analysis allows one to trace the process of meaning construction on a lexico-discursive trajectory.
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TITLE
Focalizing information in legal and scientific digital news: the typographic mechanisms on the screen as a semiotic resource

KEYWORDS
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ABSTRACT
Given the multimodal, interactive and hypertextual nature of the digital press (Salaverría and Sancho, 2007), it could be expected that nowadays journalists would resort to strategies characteristic of the digital format to rigorously and clearly popularize complex content.

Some of these contents concern specialized fields such as the scientific and the legal. Journalists that decide to work in these fields must manage concepts relating to science and law which are expressed with specialized languages. To bridge the gap between the readers and these languages and to satisfy the readers’ right to be truthfully informed, it is necessary to use some mechanisms of content clarification that are inevitably tied to some terminological lexicon. Furthermore, the journalist must organize and prioritize the content he is dealing with in the visual space on the screen and must guide the reader in his interpretative processes in order to distinguish the most relevant information necessary for the global comprehension of the whole piece, to emphasize it and to convert it into an information focus.

Following the methodological perspective offered by Discourse Analysis and Multimodal Discourse Analysis, both developed from social semiotics, (Kress y Van Leeuwen 2001; Jewit 2009), we study, in this work, the modes and argumentative mechanisms that are used in generalist digital press to emphasize and focalize relevant information about current scientific and legal issues. A corpus composed of 40 news items and chronicles on legislative and judicial topics, on the one hand, and science subjects, on the other hand, allows a contrastive analysis. Our purpose is to check if mechanisms belonging exclusively to multimodal digital format can be noticed in the corpus, together with traditional argumentative mechanisms of emphasis and focalization of information, and to find out to what extent they are used; or if new uses are given to the older ones.

We deal with the following modes: written text, still images/motionless pictures, audiovisual
documents and computer graphics, as well as with the visual space architecture offered by the screen to organize and highlight informative content. At the level of written text, the analysis is centred on the use of typographic resources such as bold type, italics, or font and color change as elements which may be used to emphasize and focus the information that has been contributed. In this regard, we analyse the linguistic segments which are emphasized in order to observe if there is actually any strategic use and reflection on using them. In the same way, being aware of the fact that science and the legal field maintain a quite different relationship with visuals, we will analyze the relationship between text and audio visual devices and their levels of integration or syncretism in the digital press that covers these two fields. We conclude that scientific journalists show a greater reflection on the strategic use of modes and the integration of modes as mechanisms for emphasizing and focusing information.
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TITLE
Logogenesis in Environment Sections of Malaysian sustainability reports

KEYWORDS
logogenesis, sustainability reports, expounding, context, Malaysia

ABSTRACT
This presentation studies logogenesis, focusing on how experiential meanings unfold in Malaysian sustainability reports. Sustainability is often defined as corporations voluntarily using their resources for initiatives to improve society. It is a relatively new domain in Malaysia but since 2007, corporations are required to engage in and disclose their sustainability. Disclosure of engagement is often manifested through sustainability reports. This presentation analyzes a corpus of sustainability reports from 10 Malaysian corporations from 2009 to 2011. Its focus in these reports is Environment Sections because these sections depict the relationship between corporations and the environment. A generic structure potential (GSP) (Halliday & Hasan, 1989) of Environment Sections is proposed and two elements in the GSP are selected for a detailed analysis, namely Introduction and Initiative. The instantiation of FIGURATION (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2006) in these elements are quantitatively analyzed. Both Introduction and Initiative prioritize figures of
being and doing although their proportion changes from Introduction to Initiative. The significance of these figures in representing corporations and the environment is explored. Moreover, the figures in Initiative are organized through EPISODIC COMPOSITION (Matthiessen, Teruya & Lam, 2010). There are common episodes in Environment Sections and these episodes adopt the structure of problem-solution-result. These episodes construe corporations improving the environment. Experiential meanings in FIGURATION and EPISODIC COMPOSITION are linked to the field of Environment Sections. These sections are shown to have expounding as a SOCIO-SEMIOTIC PROCESS (Matthiessen, 2013) and this choice is linked to the corporate context of Malaysia. This presentation provides some insights for the registerial cartography of sustainability reports since a register in corporate discourse is examined and it may influence writing sustainability reports.
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TITLE
Violation of Homeless People’s Rights and Symbolic Violence: Discursive Representation in Brazilian On-Line Journalism

KEYWORDS
Critical Discourse Analysis, Systemic Functional Linguistics, Homelessness, Representation, On-line media

This paper is part of a research project associated with Red Latinoamericana de Análisis Crítico del Discurso de la Extrema Pobreza (REDLAD), and focuses upon the ways in which on-line news media represents homeless people in Brazil. The overall objective of the project is to map and analyze these representations in the discursive production of nationwide newspapers (Folha de S. Paulo, Correio Braziliense and O Globo) websites. This research comprises extreme poverty as a social problem that includes discursive facets, since the ways homelessness is represented in texts influence the ways society understands and responds to social insecurity, and also the ways people facing homelessness identify their situation. The aim is to address semiotic facets of this problem, with specific focus on documentary research of news published in on-line media, in Brazil. In this paper, the focus is a pair of texts, related through internal hyperlinks, about the controversy concerning the installation of a social center in a middle-class neighborhood in central Sao Paulo - these texts are part of the research corpus. The texts are analyzed on the theoretical basis of Critical Discourse Analysis (Fairclough, 2003; Ramalho and Resende, 2011) and Systemic Functional
Linguistics (Halliday, 1994; Martin and White, 2005), and focusing representation of social actors through metaphor, appraisal and intertextuality. If it is true that discursive evaluation happens not only in the elements normally associated to evaluation, but radiates in various strategies, the specific texturing of this pair of texts points complex modes of assessment of homeless population. These modes of evaluation go beyond the explicit instances in relational processes to include the saturation of various evaluation elements throughout the texts, which build a scenario of ‘invasion by undesirable persons’, who are not perceived as rights holders, but as a threat to the rights of others.
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TITLE
From “I have a dream” to “Today, Apple is going to reinvent the phone”: the changing face of the grammar of public speaking

KEYWORDS
grammatical intricacy; lexical density; oral/written language; public speaking; syntax

ABSTRACT
If systemic theory has seen the development of the spoken/written dichotomy, particularly since Halliday’s 1985 study, there is still a lack of formal description of language spoken in formal situations, in monologic contexts as opposed to conversation. Ventola (2002) makes the point that a linguistic analysis is absent in manuals of public speaking and rhetoric, and her volume The Language of Conferencing offers a step towards such a description. In this paper I will present some of the results of an extensive study into the changing face of the grammar of public speaking in English. The project stemmed from the need to help students in the “scripting” of their speeches. In so doing, I will also document what has always constituted a middle-ground between traditional “oral” and “written” modes.

Speeches belonging to the English-speaking “canon” of rhetoric (e.g. the Gettysburg Address; J.F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King) are compared with both contemporary political speeches (e.g. Obama) and forms of public speaking that have come into their own in later years, such as Ted talks and corporate keynote addresses (e.g. Steve Jobs). The speeches are measured notably through the lenses of Halliday’s notions of lexical density, grammatical metaphor and grammatical intricacy, of Biber et al’s description of oral syntax, and of the traditional orator’s arsenal (e.g. repetition, figures
Specific examples will be provided to systematise the diachronic shift from a more elaborate, formal, scripted and “written” mode to a more casual, less scripted mode which bears a closer resemblance to “speech”.
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WORKSHOP TITLE
Developing a Linguistically Informed Model and Behavioural and Cognitive Processes

KEYWORDS
Linguistic Modelling, Behaviour and Cognition, Cognitive Neuroscience, Systemic Functional Theory

ABSTRACT
Understanding how behaviour and cognition are grounded in fine-grained facts about molecular and cellular events within neuronal circuits remains one of the major unanswered questions within neuroscience. The talks presented will explore a novel approach that aims to help answer this question, one in which ideas from Systemic Functional theory can play an important role.

This approach considers the theoretical basis for behavioural processes to be an abstract, hierarchical framework which consists of multiple levels of abstraction. It will link the low-level molecular and cellular activity within a neuronal system and with higher-level descriptions such as cognition and behaviour. This framework must consist of multiple levels of representation or abstraction, be contextualized, involve continual interaction of a system and an environment and link form and function. Significantly, these are also primary properties of models of language in SFL theory. Therefore, these talks will describe how ideas from SFL theory can be usefully applied in this new context, not because of what they tell us about language, but what they tell us about complex abstract systems.
The first talk will introduce the Simple Living Artificial Brain program and describes how it enables the theoretical framework under development to be explored and tested in a non-reductive, controlled experimental manner. The second talk explores the notion of an ‘appliable linguistics’ and what this may mean in a biological context, particularly in terms of where the boundaries between physical, biological, semiotic and symbolic systems might be determined. The third talk will discuss the idea of applying the concept of stratification to the wider field of cognitive science. Using the stratificational model allows one to consider behaviour in potential, and not only structural, terms, and also provides a model to investigate how the wider environment influences signals observed in neuronal circuits.

Overall, these papers aim to argue that concepts which have been mainly developed within linguistics can have useful applications in other fields, and hopefully further our understanding of cognitive and behavioural processes.
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TITLE
Uncle Festers, Real Inspirations & Mad Bastards: Historic Memories of Teachers

KEYWORDS
Teaching, appraisal analysis, facebook

ABSTRACT
Teachers and education play a key role in our formative years. Everyone has memories of their secondary school life, whether their teacher was inspirational, gorgeous, very mean, extremely hairy, looked like a corpse, etc. We all have funny stories to share from our school days. How do these memories change and transform us and do they have a lasting impact on us as a learner? These memories have been discussed in the literature as critical moments in the classroom. Critical moments have been researched from an education perspective, and investigated and documented in applied linguistic research. In this paper, we discuss data representing a sample of critical moments in secondary school students’ lives that still have resonance 30 years after the event. Focusing on data from over 160 Facebook entries, we analyse how adults today remember their teachers after more than three decades. These entries form a case study where one opening FB entry, in September 2013, initiated more than 160 comments over a period of one month. We apply Appraisal analysis to investigate the comments and realisations made by the different
participants. The comments were both positive and negative, and the most revealing finding was the extreme nature of some of the comments, i.e. the level of lexical metaphor and graduation that was employed to make meaning of these memories. The initial findings demonstrate that teachers play an extremely emotive role not only in the knowledge they share, but also – and more so – through the interpersonal aspect of character, behaviour and attitudes that they model for their students.

The findings from this analysis demonstrate the impact of the teacher on students, learning and lifetime memories. We review recent research on the importance of teachers and their role in influencing student attitude and behaviour.
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**TITLE**  
Change, mutation and transformation in expression substance and expression purport

**KEYWORDS**  
expression substance, expression purport, phonetic features, development of writing, semogenesis

**ABSTRACT**  
My paper consists of three parts:

1) The first part will be devoted to developing in more detail the ideas I initially put forward at ISFC40 in relation to modelling `phonic substance' in SFL, particularly in relation to the embodiment of language as vocal gestures.

This part of the presentation is motivated by the ongoing changes, mutations and transformations of my attempts to teach undergraduate students of Translation Studies both General Phonetics and English Phonetics and Phonology concurrently.

2) In the second part I reflect upon the semogenic consequences of grafting the expression plane of a visual semiotic onto an oral/aural one, as happened in the historical development of writing. In this part of the presentation I draw in broader terms upon Hjelmslev's theory of the sign, and in narrower terms on ideas more recently developed in the field of semiotics of typography.

The motivation for this part of the presentation is a series of ongoing discussions within the free open source community concerning the exact scope of font licences and the extent to which typography produced with various kinds of fonts can legally be changed, mutated and transformed.

3) In the third part of the presentation I briefly revisit the starting point of an oral/aural semiotic and reflect on the expansion of the semiotic resources of the phonic substance that has taken place in the course of evolution.
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PLENARY TITLE

Cohesion as an environment for contrast and change: some insights from comparing English and German

ABSTRACT

The initial focus of this talk is on corpus-based empirical methodologies for researching contrasts in English-German cohesion. The inclusion of the level of cohesion into an overall contrastive description adds a focus on semantic relations across grammatical domains to the available lexicogrammatical accounts. It also enriches our processing perspective and the resulting explanatory backgrounds for contrastive and translationally relevant discourse properties. Assumptions to be critically tested against this enriched contrastive linguistics include that of different degrees of complexity of the semantics-to-encoding-mapping in English and German, differences in written-spoken and formal-informal variation, differences along the explicitness and density dimensions of encoding, and differences in the distinction between general language and special-domain text-types.

An outline will be given of some basic systemic differences in cohesion and of our comparable and parallel corpora and their different levels of annotation serving as empirical base (Hansen-Schirra et al. 2012; Amoia et al. 2012) . This will be followed by examples of three levels of multivariate analyses illustrating our multifactorial approach to the textual-instantial side of cohesion: a descriptive data analysis, two unsupervised multivariate techniques to show how the registers, languages and modes in our data cluster on the basis of cohesive features, and a supervised analysis to evaluate our features. Generalizations will be suggested about semantic relations and different degrees of strength and breadth of cohesive encoding for the two languages (cf. Degaetano et al. 2014).
Moving over to implications of and for language change, we shall argue that language change represents both a difficulty and an essential explanatory background for contrastive patterns of cohesion: Using the cases of contrasts in verbal/ clausal substitution (Kunz and Steiner 2013, König and Gast 2008, König forthcoming) and in the marking of conjunctive relations between English and German (Fetzer and Speyer 2012, Speyer 2010, Kunz and Lapshinova-Koltunski. in print) as illustrations, we shall argue that the borderline between lexicogrammar and cohesion is historically changing for a given phenomenon, and hence necessarily graded synchronically. In the long term, then, the only valid basis of comparison must be a semantic one, based on fractal types (Halliday and Hasan 1976; Halliday and Matthiessen 1999: 144, 222ff; Halliday and Matthiessen 2014: 593ff). The question, though, of whether a given meaning is realized lexically, grammatically or cohesively remains a valid one for understanding differences between languages in contexts such as language learning or translation.
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TITLE
Mood metaphor in diplomacy: from bilateral correspondence to the web

KEYWORDS
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ABSTRACT
Much of the considerable grammatical metaphor (GM) literature in and around SFL (Simon-Vandenbergen, Taverniers & Ravelli 2003) is concerned with experiential or ideational GM, whose role in language development and in the construction and diffusion of scientific knowledge has been well established (Halliday & Matthiessen 1999; Halliday & Martin 1993) and researched. The relatively smaller body of work on interpersonal GM is mostly concerned with metaphors of modality (Thompson, 2013); mood metaphor has received even less attention (Lassen, 2003), possibly on account of its more recent theorization (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004: 613-625), and the dependency on contextual and pragmatic information for interpretation. A recent study (Zhang, 2011) of GM and implicitness in diplomatic discourse does not address mood metaphors, which is surprising, because they have long been conventional in diplomatic correspondence, as the diplomatic manuals show (Satow, 1917, Nicolson 1939; Barston 2006; Roberts 2009). Today nations post on their MFA websites for international public consumption many of the kinds of demands and threats directed at other states that formerly would have been communicated through written correspondence or telegram, and continue to use mood metaphor to express them. The paper addresses the question whether this shift from the restricted correspondence of bilateral diplomacy to public diplomacy online has brought about any change in the traditional metaphorical patterns of non-congruent mood choice and projection of proposals, and whether the conventional wordings of the past persist in the online environment. A brief overview of mood metaphor is provided. The examples are drawn from large corpora compiled for previous studies (Swain 2011, forthcoming).
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TITLE
Theme Realisation in News Translation between English and Japanese
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to present the differences that translated news articles show in terms of the textual meaning in comparison to the source texts between English and Japanese. To examine the textual differences a genre-based approach is taken using specialised corpora of news articles and their professional translations.

Textual meaning is realised by thematic structure and this paper examines translated news articles to see how they are textualised either similarly or differently from the original texts, both in cases in which Japanese or English is the source language or the target language.

Research on Japanese within SFL indicates that there are differences as to how discourse operates in English and Japanese (Teruya 2006, Thomson 2005, Tatsuki 2004). Thus, some kind of textual differences can be anticipated in translation as simply following the textual structure of the source text will not always be appropriate (Naganuma 2000). The current paper examines professional behaviour as it appears in the end product of news translation to understand what kind of changes take place in terms of the Theme structure.

The paper compares four sets of data concerning Theme structure. Each set includes 62 texts, either original or translated, taken from websites; Yomiuri, Mainichi, CNN and Reuters. The results of text analysis suggest that 1) articles originally written in Japanese place circumstances as Theme more frequently than those written originally in English and translations come in between, 2) articles originally written in English employ textual Themes more frequently than those in Japanese and again translations come in between. The general tendency of the translations could be that they do not always maintain the Theme structure of the source texts but deviate from them to be closer to that of the target language. Finally the paper suggests how the findings could be used in translator training.


Swain, E. 2011 Diplomatic negotiation: a dialogue between SFL and politeness theory unpublished paper presented at the 38th ISFC, Lisbon

Swain, E. (forthcoming) Dialogicity and diplomatic engagement: A contrastive analysis of the online argumentation styles of the five permanent UNSC members in Ilie, C. & Garzone, G. *Argumentation in Real and Virtual Environments: Cross-disciplinary Perspectives. *Amsterdam: John Benjamins

Thompson, G. 2013 Seeing double: Complementarities of Perspective on Interpersonal Grammatical Metaphor Plenary lecture at the 40th IFSC, Guangzhou, China

Zhang, J. 2011 *The Implicitness Constructed and Translated in Diplomatic Discourse: A Perspective from Grammatical Metaphor *Unpublished PhD dissertation, City University of Hong Kong
A concept which has been of central importance in the Hallidayan approach to the genesis of meaning is grammatical metaphor. It has played a considerable role in the study of language development or ontogenesis (e.g. Painter 2003; Torr & Simpson 2003) and that of logogenesis, especially in the context of scientific discourse (e.g. Halliday 1988; Halliday & Martin 1993; Banks 2003). In this paper I will focus on the role of grammatical metaphor in the evolution of language systems, i.e. phylogenesis. I will do so by confronting the notion of ‘grammatical metaphor’ with a theme that has surfaced especially in other functionalist (in the broad sense, esp. including various types of Cognitive Grammar, Construction Grammar, Functional Discourse Grammar) linguistic studies of language change, viz. grammaticalization (/grammaticization). I will first consider the design of the Sydney version of SFL at the time when grammatical metaphor was introduced, and the way in which grammatical metaphor has been conceptualized in relation to the architecture of the model as a whole. I will then briefly review my semiotic interpretation (Taverniers fc; cf. also Taverniers 1998, 2008) of ideational and interpersonal grammatical metaphor as a type of construction (or a sign type).

In a second part I will explore possible connections between ‘grammatical metaphor’ and ‘grammaticalization’, especially with a view to identifying synergies and fostering cross-fertilization of insights. The central question here will be: what can SFL learn from grammaticalization research and vice versa? Ideas which can feed a cross-fertilization include:
• from SFL: metafunctional complementarity and the metafunctional modes of expression (Halliday 1979); ‘grammatical metaphor’ as covering a wide range of phenomena which appear otherwise unrelated; the threefold perspective on ‘semogenesis’ through which the traditional concept of ‘linguistic change’ in phylogenesis is seen in relation to changes in ontogenesis and logogenesis (Halliday 1992);
• from grammaticalization research: the notion of coercion (Lauwers & Willems 2011); the distinction between grammaticalization and lexicalization (Lehmann 2002); subjectification (Langacker 1990; Traugott 2010) and constructionalization (Traugott & Trousdale 2013).

We will explore connections between these concepts from a theoretical and descriptive angle. If time permits, I will include a discussion of a possible new type of grammatical metaphor that appears in a contrastive diachronic perspective, viz. in the area of the expression of fronted datives or dative-like participants in Germanic languages (English, Dutch and German).
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TITLE
Is relevant context always tied to linguistic choices?

KEYWORDS
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ABSTRACT
One long-standing issue that sociolinguists have struggled with is how to capture and account for the relationship between language and context. As has often been noted, context is a potentially unlimited and unmanageable phenomenon, and there have been a number of attempts in different linguistic approaches to render the complexity manageable.

Hasan, working within the Systemic Functional Linguistics framework, has set out in many ways the most radical position. She differentiates sharply between the ‘material situational setting’ and ‘relevant context’: “relevant context is that part of the material situational setting which is illumined by the human acts of speaking” (2005: 61). In other words, relevant context is construed by the language: it emerges simultaneously with language in a dialectical relationship.

This view has been critiqued, from two related perspectives. First, it is argued that the definition of context is circular: if context is so intimately tied to language, it cannot be used to explain the language that occurs in the context. Second, it is also argued that in most cases at least some aspects of context pre-exist any language that may occur. What I wish to do in this presentation is to explore these objections (both of which I myself have found convincing in the past) and attempt to offer a theoretical justification of why I have now come round to accepting Hasan’s view as essentially valid.
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TITLE  
Using the “Multimodal Analysis Video” program for register analysis: A case study

KEYWORDS

ABSTRACT
This paper will present the results of an investigation into using the software Multimodal Analysis Video (O’Halloran, 2012) to analyse video data collected for the Language in Contexts project (Thwaite, Pinfold & Herrington, 1996). The aim of the study is to explore the affordances provided by the software in describing different registers and in further developing spoken discourse analysis to incorporate aspects of multimodality.

Having previously used the Systemics software (O’Halloran, 2011) and examined the UAM Corpus Tool (O'Donnell, 2011) for spoken discourse analysis, I have been interested in expanding the scope of my work towards Systemic Functional Multimodal Discourse Analysis (MMDA), following Kress & van Leeuwen (2001). To that end, I have investigated various programs, including the locally-produced software Artichoke (Fetherstone, 2011), which is multimodal but not systemic, and Semiomix (O’Halloran et al., in press), which is multimodal and systemic, but rather complex. As the simpler Multimodal Analysis Video is now available, it is a good opportunity to apply it to my data.

The video data includes seven different registers: for example, casual conversation, educational discourse, service encounters, legal discourse and doctor-patient interaction. A selection from these will be presented in the paper. The spoken data has been analysed using various Systemic Functional approaches, such as Speech Function (See, for example, Halliday, 1994, pp. 69-71; Rose & Martin, 2012, pp. 292-5) and Exchange Structure (See, for example, Ventola, 1987). An intonation analysis of part of the data has already been completed by Halliday & Greaves (2008); the aim is to include this in the description. Aspects of MMDA, such as proxemics, posture, movement (See, for example, Martinec, 2000), facial expression and gaze will also be included. The paper will aim to describe the interaction of ‘verbiage’ (Martin & Rose, 2007, p. 262) with some of the other semiotic systems.
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**ABSTRACT**
There is little agreement, amongst systemic functional grammarians, on the existence of a unit of description, the ‘adjectival group’, alongside other classes of group. For Halliday (2004), adjectives may realise a number of nominal group functions including the head, particularly where the adjective typically realises the role of Attribute as Complement in relational process clauses (e.g. the boys are happy). Whilst sub-modification of epithets (e.g. a much more interesting book) is recognised in the logical structure of the overall nominal group, it is treated as a ‘hypotactic word complex’ (Halliday 2004:332).

Fawcett (2000) and Tucker (1998), in contrast, in their ‘Cardiff Grammar’ model, fully recognise an adjectival group structure (the ‘quality group’), with its own specific functional structure, which ‘fills’ elements of structure such as the nominal group modifier (m) and Complement (C) in the clause.

One major unresolved issue, which has surfaced recently in SFL discussion groups (e.g. Sysfing), concerns the treatment of expressions such as the poor in (1) and the status of the adjective poor.

(1) The poor are always with us.

Alternative solutions to this problem were summed up by Elissa Asp (Sysfing: November 2013) as:
(a) ngp headed by an A
(b) ngp with embedded adjgp and ellipsis of a head N
(c) ngp with conversion of A into N
(d) ngp with ‘fused head’ (Huddleston and Pullam 2002)
In this presentation, I again make the case for an 'adjectival group' and consider the implications of this position for expressions such as 'the poor' in (1). Each of the above four proposals will be evaluated in the light of corpus evidence, and a definitive solution offered which can handle this and other adjectival phenomena, both in terms of structural description and systemic functional representation in the system network.
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Typography and multimodality: Semiotic analyses of the new writing in literary picture book interpretation and translation.
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ABSTRACT

It has been shown through the analyses of multiple short media texts, such as advertisements and excerpts from magazines, that typography can fulfill ideational, interpersonal and textual metafunctions (Van Leeuwen, 2006). Picture book authors frequently make use of distinctive and varying typography as part of their multimodal narrative technique, however, the contribution of the semiotics of typography to narrative meaning is frequently largely ignored in literary discussion and the translation of picture books (Serafini & Clausen, 2012). This paper reports an investigation of the influence of typography in interaction with other semiotic choices on the meanings constructed in Oliver Jeffers’ picture book STUCK (2011) and the Spanish translation, ATRAPADOS (Jeffers, 2012). Drawing on systemic functional linguistics (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004; Martin & Rose, 2007), the appraisal framework (Martin & White, 2005), the grammar of visual design (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006) and the application of this work to researching the narrative literary techniques of picture books (Painter, Martin, & Unsworth, 2013), the paper aims to extend the work of van Leeuwen (2006) to show how typography functions in extended narrative texts through co-patterning with genre, grammar, discourse and image to contribute integrally to the construction of the interpretive possibilities of the narrative. The differences in the typographic choices in the English and Spanish versions of ostensibly the same story are shown to be substantially responsible for the variation in interpretive possibilities in the two story versions.
Implications are drawn for the significance of typography in multimodal discourse analysis, literary picture book studies and literacy pedagogy, and the translation of literary picture books.
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ABSTRACT
Corpus linguistics has invaded translation studies and practice over the last fifteen years, allowing researchers to analyse the language of translation or to use corpora as tools in the translation process. This study deals with the application of a theoretical and methodological corpus linguistics approach to pragmatic translation, more precisely with the analysis of semantic prosody in a contrastive study both between French and English, and between general and specialised language. The data confirm that semantic prosody does not present a univocal matching between two languages. Moreover, the study demonstrates the need for corpus data over intuition to understand the fluctuation of semantic prosody between general language and languages for specific purposes. Finally, the question of translation based on corpus data will be addressed.
Clinical handover in mental health: a linguistic perspective on everyday professional communication

This paper presents an SFL perspective on one area of health care communication, specifically clinical handover in the context of acute mental health care. Clinical handover is most commonly defined as a discrete event, a point during an end of shift/ beginning of shift change when one clinician hands over responsibility and accountability for a patient or list of patients to another. The paper suggests a broader interpretation of clinical handover, one in which the communication is shaped over time by clinicians as they share information and knowledge about their patients, and uses a close language analysis to support this argument.

The data are taken from the Effective Communication in Clinical Handover (ECCHo) project in Australia (2011-2014), which built on previous work from within SFL on communication in health care (Slade et al., 2008; Jorm and Iedema, 2008; Eggins and Slade, 2012; Matthiessen, 2013). The broad aim was to describe different contexts of clinical handover across Australia, to allow the participating State teams to collect, analyse and interpret data from selected areas of health, and to point to potential improvements and efficiencies in clinical handover practice.

In South Australia our focus was on acute mental health. We collected data from three distinct teams in one large metropolitan hospital. The SFL analyses of the interactions within a series of team meetings offered a way of understanding how these mental health clinicians ‘did’ their work using language. We used both experiential and interpersonal resources to consider both the content and the process of team meetings. In this way we aimed to describe the way in which knowledge about a patient was shaped through the development of a patient narrative, as well as understand attendant issues of attitude and power within the clinical teams.
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This paper presents a longitudinal study of written production by sixteen students learning history through English in a Madrid state school, a sub-set from the UAM-CLIL corpus (Llinares, Morton & Whittaker, 2012). The analysis focuses on two areas of the students’ language: the development of the nominal group and use of appraisal systems (Martin & White 2005).

Halliday explains that ‘[t]he written language is organised around the nominal group’ (1996: 352). In history, concrete happenings and events are packaged into abstract entities, so that information can flow as arguments are developed. In writing about school history, over the years students incorporate more nominalization and generalization/abstraction through more complex nominal groups (Coffin 2006). Thus, the CLIL history data was analysed for nominal group types using an adaptation of Haan’s (1994) taxonomy.

At secondary level, CLIL students require language to evaluate information. Depending on the task, different demands are made on appraisal systems (Coffin, 2006; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Derewianka, 2007). We wanted to find whether students responded to the generic demands of the prompts, and what the appraisal analysis could show about development.

After analysis and coding with O’Donnell’s UAM CorpusTool, results showed increased information load in NGs: significant drop in type 1 (determiner-head), a trend to significance in reduced use of pronouns, and increase in type 4 NGs (pre- and post modified) while type 3 (post-modified NGs) increased in recursion. In appraisal, use of graduation dropped significantly over the four years, toning down the texts, a sign of development. Genre-related differences included increase in the use of affect and a move from judging historical characters as to normality in favor of propriety. Texts also show more inscribed appraisal, and a tendency to make more explicit the writer’s voice. We reflect on the findings in relation to the development of advanced L2 literacy (Ortega & Byrnes 2008) and an integrated focus on meaning-making.
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ABSTRACT
The construction of health-related knowledge in public healthcare posters is characterised by the multimodal interplay of image and text. In this article, the author aims to develop an account of the ways in which both of the semiotic modes interact to construct the meanings to inform members of the general public about various health issues. Hence, this project is located within the field of research into healthcare communication, more specifically healthcare education of the general public. Primarily drawing on the semantic domain framework developed by Halliday and Matthiessen (1999) and Martinec and Salway’s (2005) network of combined status and logico-semantics for image-text relations, this project will undertake a multimodal discourse analysis to shed light on the coordination and complementarity of image and text in conveying health-related information. Additionally, 50 public healthcare posters retrieved from the official website of the Department of Health and Aging of Australian Government will be annotated for their content and rhetorical organisation, and compiled into an XML-based multimodal corpus. Hence, the bottom-up multimodal analysis will be complemented by a corpus-based top-down conceptualisation of key patterns of meaning-making in multimodal healthcare posters.
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Bi-text: A systemic functional approach and textometric analysis

**ABSTRACT**

Multilingual text corpora with linguistic annotations are becoming increasingly important in translation studies (Tiedemann, 2011). Many software systems may help with systemic functional analyses of these corpora. However, they often have different capabilities and do not support free interchange. In Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), an integrated approach is essential to simultaneously explore multiple corpus layers and their interactions statistics.

The findings of textmetric analysis helped to develop a research framework for multi-layer linguistic corpora with complex annotations (Fleury, 2013). Called Trameur ("threader" in English), this framework is built upon an XML-based data model. Available to any corpus linguist (http://www.tal.univ-paris3.fr/trameur/), it allows managing all stages of corpus exploration, including corpus maps and statistical analysis of dependency relations, within a single graphical user interface. In this research, the framework implemented in Trameur is used for mapping translation correspondences in a comparable corpus BBC_Lenta.RU (Klementiev & Roth, 2006). This corpus is composed of BBC News (2001-2005: 1 million words) and their adaptations into Russian published by www.lenta.ru (approximately 500,000 words). The process of adaptation through translation brings important linguistic and cultural shifts that make these English-Russian texts quite challenging for automatic alignment.

Following a lexicogrammar approach (Gledhill, 2011), this research explores characteristic attractions of significantly overrepresented linguistic patterns in corresponding text zones (corpus parts) to reveal translation correspondences. The results show that translation mapping is achieved when automatically discovered lexical correspondences are used as anchor points to explore functional equivalence of related linguistic features. In textometric studies, this process based on contrastive analysis of selected text zones is known as resonance. It relies upon characteristic elements computation (Lebart et al., 1998) and can be propagated across multiple annotation layers.

The research findings suggest that combining systemic functional approach and textometric analysis offers new perspectives for context-based comparable text processing.
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